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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays we live in a world where high speed network connection has become both

vital and self-evident for us. Most urban areas in the industrialized world offer a

dense coverage of Wifi or high-speed mobile service and the majority of households

are equipped with broad band internet access. At the same time reliable internet

access has become a strategic asset. Companies need it to communicate with

customers and suppliers, states utilize it to gather intelligence data and private

persons use it to maintain professional and personal networks.

All of this would not have been possible without major breakthroughs in optical

communication. Compared to copper based communication optical systems fea-

ture larger available bandwidth, negligible cross talk between adjacent fibers and

low propagation losses. Due to the expensive equipment optical communication

systems were originally only used for long haul communication.

In the last couple of years the trend of big data has led to an economic pressure

to develop optical communication systems for a rack to rack and chip to chip

applications. The reason for this lies in the ongoing concentration of computing

power in data centers. In modern data centers 25-35% of the electrical energy is

consumed by interconnects between different racks and chips, not for computation

[1, 2]. All major suppliers of server hardware (>80% market share [3]) are engaged

in research activity in the area of optical transceivers revealing the importance of

this problem [4, 5, 6, 7].

1
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Even though optical transceivers, which are integrated on silicon chips, are

already commercially available dense integration of optical components on the chip

level remains challenging. This holds in particular for the electro-optic modulator

that should fulfill the following four requirements:

• Large electrical modulation bandwidth

• Low electrical modulation amplitude

• Tolerance with respect to fabrication imperfections

• Small geometric footprint

In this thesis it will be shown how hybrid silicon-organic electro-optic modula-

tors can be used to meet these requirements. Technological and scientific challenges

of this material system will be discussed.

Outline of this Thesis

This thesis focuses on the advancement of polymer infiltrated silicon photonic

structures as integrated electro-optic modulators and filters. An emphasis is placed

on modulators based on photonic crystal resonators, which have the potential to

achieve highest integration densities and low power consumption at the same time.

The thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the physical background of this thesis. Basic concepts

of nonlinear organic materials, photonic crystals and the numerical methods em-

ployed in this thesis are being presented.

Chapter 3 addresses the trimming of silicon ring resonators. This topic is of

high technological relevance since so far random process fluctuations have strongly

limited the commercial applicability of silicon ring resonators. It is shown that

bleaching of a dye doped polymer cladding can be used to compensate these ran-

dom process fluctuations and thereby allow a higher integration of ring resonators.

Chapter 4 describes how the bleaching approach can be extended to photonic

crystal waveguides. It will be shown that by spatially resolved bleaching photonic

2 1. Introduction
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3

crystal waveguides can be modified in a flexible way. Using this method it is

possible to define band edge filters and cavities with high quality factors.

Chapter 5 provides a detailed analysis of different aspects that determine the

quality factor in photonic crystal heterostructures. Different approaches are pre-

sented, which significantly improve the quality factor in such structures.

Chapter 6 is focused on the experimental realization of integrated silicon electro-

optical modulators. Electro-optic phase modulation in slotted waveguides and

amplitude modulation in a photonic crystal cavity are demonstrated for low fre-

quencies. Electro-optic modulation with GHz frequency is shown in a photonic

crystal waveguide.

In chapter 7 the high field poling process with silicon electrodes is analyzed in

order to identify possible reasons for the low electro-optic coefficients in slotted

waveguides. The electrical conduction mechanisms in polymer thin films on silicon

substrate have been studied and a theoretic model for the current conduction is

presented. The results are complemented by electro-optic measurements utilizing

a modified Teng-Man method. It is shown that the low poling efficiency on silicon

substrates is to a large extend due to the electronic properties of the silicon surface.

These properties can be influenced by interface modifications. It is shown that the

modification of the silicon interface by a 5 nm thick layer of Al2O3 leads to a

significant improvement of the electro-optic coefficients.

Chapter 8 summarizes the results of this work and gives an outlook on future

research.
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Chapter 2

Basic Concepts and Numerical

Methods

This chapter provides an overview on the state of the art in the field of

silicon based electro-optical modulators. Furthermore basic theoretical

concepts of nonlinear electro-optic polymers and photonic crystals are

introduced. The numerical methods that were used in this work are

discussed briefly.

2.1 State of the Art in Silicon Electro-Optic

Modulators

Several different physical effects can be utilized in order to create silicon based

electro-optic modulators. Silicon has a reported thermo-optic coefficient of 1.85 ·
10−4/K at room temperature [8]. Hence, moderate temperature changes yield a

refractive index change in the order of 10−3, which is sufficient for modulation.

However, thermo-optic devices show switching speeds in the order of 10 to 100 μs,

which is not suitable for fast electro-optic modulation [9]. Another effect to be

mentioned is the Franz Keldysh effect, which describes a change in the absorption

spectrum of the material upon applied electric field. In undoped silicon the changes

in absorption and refractive index due to the Franz Keldysh effect are below 0.1/cm

4
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2.1. State of the Art in Silicon Electro-Optic Modulators 5

and 10−5 respectively [10], which is too small for efficient electro-optic modulation.

The most common way to achieve electro-optic modulation in silicon is by

means of the plasma dispersion effect of free charge carriers. In semiconductors as

silicon the refractive index and absorption can be changed by altering the amount

of free charge carriers in the material. Free charge carriers lead to enhanced linear

material losses due to free carrier absorption. At the same time free charge carriers

reduce the refractive index of silicon [10]. Early works on electro-optic modulators

using free carrier absorption have been performed by Treyz et al. in 1991 [11].

The electrical bandwidth of this modulator was limited to 20 MHz.

The first electro-optic modulators using the refractive index change due to

the plasma dispersion effect have been realized by Lorenzo et al. in 1987 [12, 13].

However, for a long time the speed of silicon modulators has been limited to electric

bandwidths below 1 GHz. In 2004 Liu et al. realized the first GHz electro-optic

modulation in a silicon waveguide [14]. The works of Lorenzo and Liu relied on

the injection of charge carriers into a weakly doped core region.

Using charge injection in order to change the refractive index of a silicon struc-

ture imposes limitations on the modulation frequency. While the depletion of

charge carriers is a field assisted process and can be as fast as 7 ps the injection is

a diffusion process, which has time constants in the order of nanoseconds [15, 16].

In 2007 the first modulator was realized that relied only on the depletion effect

[17]. This modulator featured a modulation band width of 30 GHz. Since then a

lot of effort has been done in order to further optimize the modulation band width.

Several modulators with modulation speeds up to 50 GHz have been shown in the

last couple of years [18, 19, 20].

Despite the progress in the field of silicon modulators a fundamental challenge

remains. For modulators with large modulation bandwidth high doping concentra-

tions are required, which increase the insertion loss of the modulators. One way to

remedy this problem is to combine silicon waveguides with a second material. In

2005 Baer-Jones et al. introduced the concept of a slotted silicon waveguide that

is infiltrated by a nonlinear electro-optic polymer [21]. In their concept the light

is confined by two silicon rails, which are separated by a slot of 200 nm or less. A
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significant part of the optical power, however, is guided in the low refractive index

polymer.

In contrast to silicon nonlinear polymers can exhibit a very large Pockels ef-

fect. Due to recent advances in molecular engineering Pockels coefficients of more

than 300 pm/V have been achieved [22]. This value is 10 times higher than that

of lithium niobate, which is still the standard material for inorganic electro-optic

applications [23]. Furthermore, polymers are compatible to standard complemen-

tary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology and can be readily integrated

into existing fabrication processes for electronic circuits [24]. Witzenz et al. have

shown theoretically that EO polymers in slotted waveguides can have a signifi-

cantly smaller device footprint as compared to modulators using plasma dispersion

as modulation effect [25]

So far the most compact electro-optic modulator based on silicon slotted waveg-

uides and electro-optic polymer reached a value of Vπl as low as 5 Vmm but the

reported device has only a modulation bandwidth of 1 kHz [26]. Slotted waveguide

modulators with 3 GHz modulation bandwidth and a Vπl of 8 Vmm have been

realized by Ding et al. [27]. For comparison, the most compact silicon modulator

based on the plasma dispersion effect has a Vπl of 0.36 Vmm, which is about 14

times smaller than the best slotted waveguide based modulator [28]. The main

reason for the comparatively large value of Vπl in slotted waveguides is the small

in device electro-optic coefficient of the polymer. This aspect will be covered in

detail in the chapters 6 and 7.

In order to further reduce the modulator footprint the interaction between the

optical wave and the change in refractive index must be enhanced. One way of

achieving this is to let the light propagate through a material or waveguide with

slow group velocity. Monat et al. have reported on the enhancement of free carrier

absorption and Kerr nonlinearities in silicon slow light waveguides [29]. Lin et al.

have used slotted slow light waveguides in order to enhance the electro-optic effect

[30]. They have reported on an increase of the electro-optic modulation signal by

23 dB. The resulting modulator exhibited a Vπl of 0.56 Vmm. On the other hand,

the slow light effect limits the available modulation band width [31]. Li et al.

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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2.2. Second Order Nonlinear Effects in Organic Materials 7

have systematically studied the bandwidth limitations for silicon photonic crystal

waveguides [32]. They found that by engineering the properties of the photonic

crystal lattice waveguides with low dispersion and group velocities as low as c
49

can

be created, which have optical bandwidths of 9.5 nm.

Another way of increasing the refractive index sensitivity of a modulator is to

use resonant structures. Ring resonators with embedded pn-junctions as well as

hybrid polymer silicon ring resonators have been used as electro-optic modulators

[33, 34]. While the modulation amplitude obtained for resonant structures are

comparable to those found in integrated interferometers the device footprint of

a resonant modulator can be as small as 12 μm [33]. In resonators the required

modulation voltage is inversely proportional to the quality factor Q of the cavity,

therefore in principle the required modulation voltage can be arbitrarily low [35].

This property makes optical resonators interesting for densely integrated electro-

optic modulators.

2.2 Second Order Nonlinear Effects in Organic

Materials

In order to understand the physical principles behind the electro-optic effect in

nonlinear polymers it is most intuitive to first look at the properties of these

materials at the molecular level. The knowledge obtained from the molecular

analysis can then be transferred to the macroscopic level where it is possible to

operate with effective material parameters.

2.2.1 Microscopic Origin of the Electro-Optic Effect

Most state of the art nonlinear polymers are either guest-host systems or co-

polymers in which chromophore molecules are embedded in an inactive polymer

matrix [36, 37, 38]. The chromophore molecules exhibit a donor and an acceptor

part. These two parts of the molecule are connected by a conjugated chain of

carbon bonds that allows charge carriers to move along the molecule. Due to the
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high mobility of charge carriers along the conjugated chain chromophore molecules

are highly polarizable. The molecular polarization p induced by an external electric

field En can be written as

p = αijEi + βijkEiEj + γijklEiEjEk... (2.1)

where αij describes the linear polarizability of the molecule. The terms βijk

and γijkl are tensors, which describe the first and second order hyperpolarizabilities

of the molecule that give rise to first and second order non-linear effects. In this

thesis the discussion will be limited to the first order hyperpolarizability. Higher

order nonlinear effects are not considered.

In order to create materials with a strong first order nonlinearity the chro-

mophore molecules should exhibit a large hyperpolarizability β. Oudar and Chemla

have proposed a model that relates β to the charge transfer inside the chromophore

molecule with

β(−ω3;ω1, ω2) = 2
e2(μe + μg)μ

2
ge

ΔE2
· ω4

ge(3ω
2
ge + ω1ω2 − ω2

3)

(ω2
ge − ω2

1)(ω
2
ge − ω2

3)(ω
2
ge − ω2

3)
. (2.2)

μg and μe denote the dipole moments of the ground state and the excited

state. μge and ΔE describe the transition dipole moment and the energy difference

between ground state and excited state. ωge is the resonance of the dipole transition

[39, 40]. ω1 and ω2 are the frequencies of the external electric fields En and ω3 is

the frequency of the resulting nonlinear polarization p.

Equation 2.2 contains two fractions. The first fraction only depends on the

dipole moments and the energy difference between ground state and excited state.

This part of the hyperpolarizability is frequency independent. The second fraction

only depends on the resonance frequency of the dipole transition. This part of the

hyperpolarizability is frequency dependent and models the dispersion of the hy-

perpolarizability. As a certain frequency separation between the dipole resonance

and the optical fields is necessary in order to avoid linear losses increasing the

frequency independent part of the hyperpolarizability is the cardinal goal in the

synthesis of novel nonlinear materials.

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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2.2. Second Order Nonlinear Effects in Organic Materials 9

X

Z

Y

Θ

Figure 2.1: shows the schematic of a chromophore molecule inside the lab-

oratory coordinate system XYZ. The molecule is depicted by an ellipsoid and

the axis of the conjugated pi system is denoted by an arrow.

More recent studies have shown that the bond length alteration (BLA) be-

tween single and double carbon bonds is correlated with the hyperpolarizability of

chromophore molecules [41]. Quantum mechanical calculations have revealed that

many common chromophore molecules had BLAs, which were too large. The BLA

is mainly determined by the ground state polarization induced by the donor and

acceptor part of the chromophore molecule but also the host material can influence

the BLA [42]. The optimization of structure parameters such as the BLA have lead

to a significant improvement of the attained hyperpolarizabilities [43]. However,

Kuzyk has pointed out that the structure parameter guided approach is a heuris-

tic one and does not necessarily lead to optimal results. Molecules with close to

optimal nonlinearities therefore require full quantum mechanical calculations [44].

In general, chromophore molecules can have different dipole transitions in dif-

ferent directions of the molecule. However, since many chromophore molecules for

nonlinear applications exhibit a rod-like structure, it is often valid to assume only

one dominant dipole moment that is aligned with the conjugated π-system of the

chromophore. Under this assumption the hyperpolarizability tensor also has only

one dominant component βzzz, which is aligned with the axis of the conjugated

π-system. Figure 2.1 shows how the chromophore orientation is defined in the

laboratory coordinate system XYZ.
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dominant component βzzz the macroscopic second order susceptibility tensor of

the material χ(2) contains two independent components, which are given by

χ
(2)
ZZZ = NfL(ω1)fL(ω2)fL(ω3)βzzz

∫
V

cos3(Θ)f(Θ)dΘ (2.3)

and

χ
(2)
ZXX =

1

2
NfL(ω1)fL(ω2)fL(ω3)βzzz

∫
V

sin2(Θ)cos(Θ)f(Θ)dΘ (2.4)

f(Θ) is the distribution function of the chromophore molecules. N and fL are

the number density and the local field factors for the fields external electric fields

Ei(ω1) and Ej(ω2) and the nonlinear polarization p [45]. For quasi static electric

fields the local field factor is given by the Onsager expression

fL(ω) =
ε(n2 + 2)

(n2 + 2ε)
(2.5)

where ε is the dielectric constand and n is the refractive index. For optical

frequencies the local field factor is better described by the Lorentz field factor

fL(ω) =
n2(ω) + 2

3
[46]. (2.6)

If the chromophore molecules are isotropically oriented the second order sus-

ceptibility becomes zero. Thus the material exhibits no first order nonlinearity at

the macroscopic scale. In order to obtain a macroscopic first order nonlinearity it is

necessary to break the centrosymmetry of the system by aligning the chromophore

molecules.

The most common way to achieve an alignment of the chromophore molecules

along one direction is to introduce a poling step. Different types of poling are

known such as contact poling via electrodes, corona poling where the field is applied

by a plasma and laser induced poling [47, 48, 49]. However, all of these methods

involve heating the polymer up to the glass transition temperature and applying

a strong electric field Ep. At the glass transition temperature the chromophore

molecules become mobile. The torque of the applied electric field acts on the

chromophores ground state dipole moment and induces a uniaxial alignment of the

Provided that then hyperpolarizability can be described sufficiently well by the

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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2.2. Second Order Nonlinear Effects in Organic Materials 11

Heating Cooling

Ep

Figure 2.2: shows a schematic of the poling process. Chromophore molecules

are depicted by small arrows and Ep indicates the poling field.

molecules along the poling field. Upon cooling down the chromophore molecules

become immobile again and maintain their oriented state. A schematic of a poling

step is shown in figure 2.2.

Chromophore doped polymer films, which have been poled by electric fields can

be well described by means of the oriented gas model [50]. This model assumes

dipoles that are oriented in an external electric field. At the same time the dipoles

are subject to thermal fluctuations given by the Boltzmann statistic. Dipole-dipole

interactions are neglected in this model. With these assumptions the integrals in

equation 2.3 and 2.4 can be approximated by Langevin functions L of order n

∫
V

cosn(Θ)f(Θ)dΘ = Ln(
μfL(0)Ep

kT
) (2.7)

where fL(0) is the local field factor at zero frequency. k and T are Boltz-

mann’s constant and the absolute temperature respectively. If the argument of

the Langevin function is smaller than one, the Ln can be well approximated by a

first order Taylor series expansion with

∫
V

cos(Θ)f(Θ)dΘ =
μgfL(0)Ep

3kT

∫
V

cos3(Θ)f(Θ)dΘ =
μgfL(0)Ep

5kT
.

(2.8)

In this case equations 2.3 and 2.4 can be rewritten as

χ
(2)
ZZZ = Nf(ω1)f(ω2)fL(ω3)βzzz

μgfL(0)Ep

5kT
(2.9)

and
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χ
(2)
ZXX = NfL(ω1)fL(ω2)fL(ω3)βzzz

μgfL(0)Ep

15kT
. (2.10)

The ratio of χ
(2)
ZZZ and χ

(2)
ZXX for the weakly oriented case is approximately

three. However, for well oriented films the ratio can be significantly larger [51].

Equations 2.9 and 2.10 show that besides the hyperpolarizability βzzz the ground

state dipole moment μg is equally important in order to achieve a large macro-

scopic nonlinearity. Therefore in electro-optics the product βzzzμg is often used as

a figure of merit for chromophore molecules. Even though large molecular dipole

moments help to orient the molecules in the poling field they also lead to increased

interaction between the chromophore molecules and a reduction of the poling effi-

ciency. For chromophore molecules with large dipole moment additional chemical

groups are required to shield the dipoles from neighboring molecules and thus allow

for larger number densities without detrimental dipole-dipole interactions [52].

One disadvantage of high field poling is the fact that the oriented state is

thermodynamically unstable. The decay of the oriented state after poling can be

described by Williams-Watt-Kohlrausch stretched exponential functions [53]. De-

pending on the polymer-chromophore system the relaxation time of the poled state

can be modeled by a Williams-Landel-Ferry or Arrhenius behavior [54, 55]. The

relaxation time is exponentially dependent on the difference between the operat-

ing temperature and the glass transition temperature. Therefore it must be made

sure that the operating temperature stays significantly below the glass transition

temperature of the polymer.

Suzuki et al. reported relaxation times of about one year for poled films of poly-

methylmethacrylate (PMMA) doped with 5% DR1 chromophore at room temper-

ature 70 ◦C below the glass transition temperature [55]. For lifetimes of 10 years

the extrapolated operating temperature should not exceed -20 ◦C or 110◦C be-

low the glass transition temperature. Commercial products are usually specified

for an operating temperature up to 70 ◦C [56]. Based on the reported values

for chromophore doped PMMA this would mean that transition temperatures of

electro-optic polymers should be above 180 ◦C. Only a few polymers can fullfil

this requirement. Furthermore the chromophore molecules must exhibit sufficient

thermal stability in order to survive the poling process.

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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2.2. Second Order Nonlinear Effects in Organic Materials 13

One possible solution to this problem is using cross linking to enhance the

thermal stability of the polymer. Kim et al. have realized electro-optic modulators

that show no significant change in electro-optic performance after several days at

a temperature of 95 ◦C [57]. However, it has been observed that cross linking

leads to a reduction of the electro-optic coefficient due to the reduced mobility

of the chromophore molecules in the cross linked matrix during high field poling

[58]. Therefore a trade off exists between the thermal stability of the oriented

state and the electro-optic effect. Luo et al. reported that this trade off can be

circumvented by separating the hardening of the matrix from the poling step [59].

They have performed the poling while the polymer is still in thermoplastic state

and the cross linking after the poling using a Diels-Alder cycloaddition. Using this

approach they were able to show high electro-optic coefficients, which retained 80

% of the original value after 250 hours of baking at 70 ◦C.

2.2.2 Macroscopic Electro-Optic Effect

Macroscopically nonlinear materials and their interaction with electro-magnetic

waves can be understood by extending the common definitions for dielectric ma-

terials. In a linear isotropic dielectric the electric flux density D can be written

as

D = ε0E + P = ε0(1 + χ(1))E (2.11)

where P is the polarization density and χ is the electric susceptibility of the

material. The electric susceptibility is related to the relative permittivity εr of the

material by χ(1) = εr − 1.

Nonlinear optical materials can be modeled by assuming an electric field de-

pendent polarization density P . In most cases the nonlinearity of the polarization

density is weak compared to the linear response of the material. In such a case it

is valid to expand P into a Taylor series of the applied electric fields Ei, Ej with

P (E) = χ
(1)
ij Ei + χ

(2)
ijkEiEj + ... (2.12)
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For anisotropic materials χ(n) takes the form of a tensor of rank n + 1. All

polarization contributions from χ(n) with n > 1 are nonlinearly dependent on the

electric field in the material. In the following only nonlinear contributions from

the χ(2)-tensor will be considered.

For materials with a χ(2) nonlinearity two cases of wave mixing can be dis-

tinguished. In the degenerate case the electric fields Ei and Ej have the same

frequency ω1. In this case the nonlinearity of the polarization density leads to

the generation of a static polarization and a polarization with 2ω1. The polariza-

tion density with the newly generated frequency is in turn linked to electric fields

via the linear polarizability [60]. Degenerate wave mixing in χ(2) media is widely

used for laser frequency doubling [61]. It has also been pointed out that the DC

component can also be used for detection of amplitude modulated signals [21].

In the non-degenerate case the electric field Ei and Ej have different frequencies

ω1 and ω2. In this case the nonlinear polarization density will lead to a polarization

with new frequency components ω1 + ω2 and ω1 − ω2. Of special interest for this

work is the non-degenerate case where one of the two electric fields is quasi static

while the other oscillates with optical frequencies. In this case equation 2.11 can

be rewritten as

D(ω2) = ε0(1 + χ
(1)
ij + χ

(2)
ijkEi(0))Ej(ω2). (2.13)

The change in permittivity Δεr due to the static electric field Ei is in this case

given by

Δεr(ω2) = 2χ
(2)
ijkEi(0) (2.14)

where the factor of two comes from the fact that by definition ω1 = −ω1 ≈
0. For the case of a uniaxial medium such as a poled polymer film a Cartesian

coordinate system can be defined with the Z-axis along the direction of poling.

Doing so the permittivity tensor εr is diagonalized. An intuitive representation of

the diagonalized permittivity tensor is the optical indicatrix given by

X2

εr0
+

Y 2

εr0
+

Z2

εre
= 1 (2.15)

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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2.2. Second Order Nonlinear Effects in Organic Materials 15

where εre and εr0 are the permittivities along and normal to the optical axis.

Graphically this means that the electric field Ei that corresponds to a flux density

D can be found on the surface of an ellipsoid, which is oriented along the coordinate

axes and whose radii are 1/εri.

The electro-optic coefficient is defined as a perturbation of the optical indica-

trix. For Ei(0) parallel to the Z-axis the optical indicatrix is given by

X2(
1

εr0
+ r13Ei(0)) + Y 2(

1

εr0
+ r13Ei(0)) + Z2(

1

εre
+ r33Ei(0)) = 1 (2.16)

with r13 and r33 are the electro-optic coefficients for electromagnetic waves

polarized normal and parallel to the Z-axis. By introducing equation 2.14 into

the indicatrix the electro-optic coefficients can be expressed as a function of the

second order suceptibility χ(2)

r13 = −2χ
(2)
ZXX

ε2r0
r33 = −2χ

(2)
ZZZ

ε2re
. (2.17)

In optics it is often more convenient to operate with the refractive index n given

by ε2r instead of the permittivity. For a small change in permittivity the nonlinear

refractive index change Δn can be approximated by

Δn =
Δεr
2n

. (2.18)

Substituting 2.14 for the nonlinear permittivity change and replacing the sus-

ceptibility χ(2) by the electro-optic coefficients given in equation 2.17 Pockels for-

mula for electro-optic materials is obtained with

Δn0 = −1

2
n3
0r13Ei(0) (2.19)

and

Δne = −1

2
n3
er33Ei(0) [62]. (2.20)
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Figure 2.3: shows the chemical structure of the CKL1 chromophore (top)

and of amorphous polycarbonate (bottom).

2.2.3 Polymer Material Properties

The polymer used throughout this thesis is a blend of 25 % wt CKL1 chromophore

and amorphous polycarbonate (APC). The chemical structure of the constituents

are given in figure 2.3. This material has a reported thin film electro-optic co-

efficient r33 of 132 and 112 pm/V at a chromophore loading of 32 % and 30 %

wt. respectively [63, 64]. The refractive index and glass transisition temperature

are reported to be 1.64 at 1,310 nm wavelength and 135 ◦C. As in this thesis a

lower chromophore loading is used, the refractive index of the polymer is only 1.63.

Based on the reported values the expected electro-optic coefficient for 25 % wt.

chromophore loading would be 103 and 93 pm/V. Also the glass transition tem-

perature is increased to a value of about 145 ◦C. Figure 2.4 shows electro-optic

measurements of thin films on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates.

From the linear fit a electro-optic coefficient of 88 pm/V was obtained for a poling

field of 100 V/μm, which is in good agreement with the reported numbers from

literature.
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Figure 2.4: shows the electro-optic coefficients in thin films of amorphous

polycarbonate blended with 25 % wt. CKL1 chromophore on ITO coated glass

substrates for different poling fields. The samples had a film thickness of 800

nm. The samples were characterized by the Teng-Man method [65]. The mea-

sured points have been interpolated by a linear fit.

by coating the ITO layer with an intermediate buffer layer. Huang et al. have

shown that the electro-optic coefficient can be increased to a value of 156 pm/V

using an intermediate layer of TiO2 [64].

Several works have been published using CKL1 doped APC as cladding for

silicon slotted waveguide structures [66, 67, 30, 68]. The reported electro-optic

coefficients in slotted waveguides of 75 to 150 nm width are ranging from 9 to 12

pm/V or a factor of 10 smaller than the thin film values.

Wang et al. have reported 59 pm/V for a slotted slow light waveguide with 320

nm slot width, which is the highest electro-optic coefficient reported for polymer

infiltrated silicon slot waveguides [68]. However, due to the changed aspect ratio

of the structure stray fields have stronger influence as compared to smaller slot

widths. It can thus be expected that the electro-optic coefficient has a spatial

dependence. Since Wang et al. do not comment on these aspects it is likely they

were not taken into account and therefore the reported electro-optic coefficient of

59 pm/V is overestimated.

It has been shown that the electro-optic coefficient can be significantly increased
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is provided in chapters 6 and 7.

Polymer Deposition and Poling

The polymer deposition has been carried out in the same way for all experiments

presented in this work. First the polymer blend is dissolved in cyclopentanone.

The concentration of the solution is varied according to the requirements of the

experiment. The solution is kept at room temperature for twelve hours. Afterwards

the solution is filtered through a 0.2 μm polytetrafluoroethylene membrane. The

solution is applied to the sample either via drop casting or via spin coating. After

deposition the samples are baked in an evacuated oven for twelve hours at 90 ◦C

in order to remove residual solvents.

For the poling procedure the samples are placed on a controlled hotplate. The

slope of the heating ramp is 10 ◦C/minute in all experiments. The poling is

carried out in inert atmosphere. The samples are kept at the final temperature

for a defined dwell time and afterwards cooled down to room temperature. The

poling field Ep remains in place during the whole temperature cycle. The poling

field is defined by Ep = V/dpoly where dpoly and V are the film thickness and the

applied voltage respectively.

2.3 Photonic Crystals

Photonic crystals are composite materials, which exhibit a periodic variation of

the refractive index in one, two or three dimensions. The simplest form of a

photonic crystal is a periodic stack of alternating layers with high and low refractive

index. These one-dimensonal photonic crystals have been investigated by Lord

Rayleigh already in 1887 [69]. The notion of periodic refractive index structures

as crystals has been introduced by John and Yablonovitch [70, 71]. They pointed

out the analogy between forbidden energy states in semiconductor crystals and the

inhibition of wave propagation in media with periodic refractive index. Frequency

intervals in which no propagating wave is allowed are consequently called photonic

band gaps.

A detailed discussion of the low electro-optic coefficients in silicon waveguides

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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2.3. Photonic Crystals 19

In order to understand some of the basic properties of photonic crystals it is

helpful to start from Maxwell’s equations

∇ · B = 0 ∇×H − δ

δt
D = J (2.21)

∇ ·D = ρ ∇× E − δ

δt
B = 0 (2.22)

Under the assumption that all constituent materials of the photonic crystals are

non-magnetic and have an isotropic and purely real permittivity εrε0 the electric

field E and electric displacement D as well as magnetic field H and the magnetic

flux density B are given by

D = εrε0E B = μ0H (2.23)

where εr and ε0 are the relative permittivity of the dielectric and the vacuum

permittivity respectively. μ0 is the vacuum permeability. Assuming further that

the electric fields are harmonic in time with frequency ω Maxwell’s equations can

be written as an eigenvalue problem for the magnetic field with

∇× (
1

ε0εr
∇×H) = ω2μ0H. (2.24)

Equation 2.24 is called the master equation [72]. For media with spatially

periodic refractive index the field distributions H that solve the master equation

are subject to Bloch’s theorem. For this reason field distributions in such media

are called Bloch waves. Bloch waves obey the following general form:

H(r) ∝ ejkbru(r) (2.25)

where r and kb are the coordinate vector and the Bloch wave number respec-

tively. u(r) is a function, which has the same periodicity as the refractive index

distribution. Like for electrons in a semiconductor lattice Bloch waves in photonic

crystals for a band structure in the dispersion diagram. The band structure ex-

hibits a periodicity of 2π
a

for the Bloch wave number where a is the spatial period

of the refractive index distribution [72].
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Within the band structure frequency intervals may exist where no real val-

ued wave number exist. These frequency intervals are called photonic band gaps

(PBG). For frequencies inside the PBG electromagnetic waves decay exponentially

as they penetrate the photonic crystal.

2.3.1 Photonic Crystal Slabs

One class of photonic crystals that has attracted a large amount of attention in

the last years is the photonic crystal slab. A photonic crystal slab consists of a di-

electric slab, which is patterned with a regular lattice of holes. As these structures

are planar they can be fabricated using established methods from semiconductor

processing such as UV- or electron beam lithography. The photonic crystal pa-

rameters such as lattice type, refractive index contrast and filling fraction offer a

large degree of freedom in engineering the Bloch waves inside the slab. Possible

applications are grating couplers, omni-directional reflectors and self collimated

beam propagation [73, 74, 75].

For many applications it is desired that the Bloch waves are vertically confined

to the photonic crystal slab. In order to be confined Bloch waves need to fulfill

the total internal reflection criterion given by

(
ωn

c
)2 − k2

b < 0 (2.26)

where n is the cladding refractive index. Bloch modes with combinations of ω

and kb that violate the total internal reflection can radiate energy into the mode

continuum of the cladding [76]. In the dispersion diagram condition 2.26 can be

represented by a cone with a radius proportional to the angular frequency ω. This

cone is called the light cone.

2.3.2 Lattice Defects in Photonic Crystal Slabs

Apart from the technological advantages the most important feature of photonic

crystal slabs is the simple fabrication of lattice defects. Two different types of

lattice perturbations can be distinguished: Line defects and point defects.

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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Figure 2.5: (a) shows the schematic of a line defect waveguide. The width

of the defect is denoted by W . (b) shows the schematic of a point defect cavity

where one hole has been omitted.

In a line defect the periodicity of the photonic crystal is broken along one lattice

direction. Such a lattice modification can be realized by the omission or the shift

of a row of holes. A schematic of a photonic crystal waveguide is shown in figure

2.5a. As a consequence of the lattice perturbation localized modes are created in

the vicinity of the line defect. By proper choice of the defect width W it is possible

to obtain propagating defect modes that are laterally confined by the PBG of the

photonic crystal and normally confined by total internal reflection. Line defects,

which exhibit propagating modes are called photonic crystal defect waveguides.

Photonic crystal defect waveguides have been extensively studied with respect

to their dispersion properties. It has been shown that with these structures very

low group velocities can be realized [32]. Also waveguides with engineered low

group velocity dispersion have been proposed [77].

In the case of point defects the periodicity of the lattice is broken in both

lattice directions. Such point defects can be realized by the omission of a single

hole. Figure 2.5b shows a schematic of a point defect. As for line defects point

defects with eigenfrequencies inside the photonic band gap form localized modes

that are laterally confined by the photonic band gap. As propagation in the slab

plane is inhibited these defects can form optical cavities with sharp resonances

[78].
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Figure 2.6: shows the schematic of a photonic crystal heterostructure.

A special type of point defect is the photonic crystal heterostructure, which

has been invented by Song et al. [79]. A schematic of a heterostructure cavity is

shown in figure 2.6. It consists of a line defect waveguide with lattice constant a0.

Along the direction of the defect waveguide a section with slightly larger lattice

constant a is introduced. For this modified defect waveguide a finite frequency

interval exists where the Bloch wave number is purely real for the lattice constant

a and complex for lattice constant a0. This frequency interval is called mode

gap. Thus, within the mode gap optical waves are confined to the region of larger

lattice constant, which gives rise to optical resonances. With this type of cavity

optical resonances with a quality factor of 3 · 106 have been realized [80]. At the

same time these structures offer strong optical confinement in the order of a cubic

wavelength. A detailed discussion of photonic crystal heterostructure resonators

is given in chapter 5.

2.4 Numerical Methods

2.4.1 Finite Integration Method

In this thesis the commercially available software package CST studio suite c© was

used for the electro-magnetic simulation of photonic crystal structures and optical

waveguides. The software uses the finite integration method developed by Weiland

[81].

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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In this method the simulation volume is discretized into cells. The software

offers tetra- or hexahedral meshes, however, the method itself is not restricted to

these types of meshes [82]. In order to explain this numerical method Faraday’s

law of induction is considered. In the integral form it can be written as

∮
δA

E(�r, t) �ds = −
∫∫

A

δ

δt
B(�r, t) �dA. (2.27)

Secondly the simulation volume is assumed to be discretized by a Cartesian

grid G. In this case the continuous electric and magnetic fluxes can be replaced by

discrete voltages along the cell edges and discrete magnetic fluxes through the cell

faces. Figure 2.7 shows a grid cell with discretized voltages ei and magnetic fluxes

bi. e and b are given by

ei =

∫ ri

rj

E(�r, t) �ds (2.28)

and

bi =

∫∫
Ai

B(�r, t) �dA (2.29)

where ri and rj are the end points of a cell edge and Ai is a cell face. With

the given definitions in equations 2.28 and 2.29 Faraday’s law can be rewritten in

a discrete form with

ei + ej − ek − el = − d

dt
bi. (2.30)

Using the same definitions Gauss’s Law for magnetism can be written with

N∑
i=1

bi = 0 (2.31)

where the indices one to N describe the edge faces of the cell. The equations

2.30 and 2.31 can be represented in a matrix form as

Ce = − d

dt
b Sb = 0 (2.32)
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Figure 2.7: shows a schemtic of a simulation cell and the corresponding dual

cell.

where the matrices C and S determine the coordination of faces and edges with

respect to each other. The entries of S and C are therefore either 1, −1 or 0. In

order to discretize the remaining two Maxwell’s equations a dual grid G̃ is defined

in which the cells are centered around the nodes of the original grid G. Using the

same approach as before the discrete formulation of Gauss’s law and Ampere’s law

can be written as

C̃h =
d

dt
d+ j S̃d = q (2.33)

where d and h are the electric flux and integrated magnetic field. j and q

describe the current through the faces of the dual grid. C̃ and S̃ are coordination

matrices for the dual grid. Equations 2.32 and 2.33 are called Maxwell’s grid equa-

tions [83]. In addition to Maxwell’s equations also the materials in the simulation

domain are represented in a matrix form with

d = Mεe j = Mκe b = Mμh (2.34)

For time domain simulations Maxwell’s grid equations can be solve in a leap

frogging scheme where electric fields and magnetic fluxes are calculated in an

alternate fashion. The time derivatives are approximated by a difference quotient

with a constant time step Δt. From equations 2.33 and 2.34 the electric field at

the time T +Δt/2 is given by

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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eT+Δt/2 = eT−Δt/2 +ΔtM−1
ε (C̃M−1

μ bT − j) (2.35)

In a second step the magnetic field at time T +Δt can be calculated by

bT+Δt = bT −ΔtCeT+Δt/2. (2.36)

The finite integration algorithm can also be used in frequency domain. Since

electric and magnetic field can be considered time harmonic functions e−jωt the

electric field can be written as an eigenvalue problem with discrete eigenvalues for

the frequency ω

C̃M−1
μ Ce = ω2Mεe, (2.37)

which is the discrete representation of the wave equation [84]. Alternatively

the problem can be solved for a given ω if excitation sources are present.

2.4.2 Finite Difference Method for Curved Coordinate

Systems

Even though most electro-magnetic problems can be treated using the finite in-

tegration method some special cases require dedicated numerical methods. One

example for such a problem is the calculation of eigenmodes in curved waveguides.

For eigenmode calculations with the finite integration method only material losses

are taken into account while radiation losses cannot be treated. Precise knowledge

of radiation losses is particularly important for ring resonators where the coupling

condition depends crucially on the propagation losses [85]. Krause has shown that

using the finite difference method combined with perfectly matched boundary con-

ditions radiation losses in curved waveguide systems can be calculated [86].

The coordinate system for this case is defined such that the waveguide is curved

along the φ direction with a radius R. The vertical and radial direction are denoted

by z and ρ respectively. Due to the translational symmetry in φ direction the

electric field e and the magnetic field h of the mode can be written as
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{e, h}(φ, ρ, z) = {e0, h0}−jβRφ (2.38)

with β the complex propagation constant and {e0, h0} the wave amplitudes.

Substituting equation 2.38 into the Helmholtz equation yields two differential equa-

tions

(1 + cρ)2Lhρ + c(1 + cρ)(3hρ
ρ + 2hz

z) + c2hρ = β2hρ (2.39)

(1 + cρ)2Lhz + c(1 + cρ)hz
ρ = β2hz (2.40)

where subscripts denote a derivative with respect to the specified axis and su-

perscripts indicate the field component. c = 1/R is the curvature of the waveguide

and L is the Helmholtz operator given by

L =
δ2

δρ2
+

δ2

δz2
+ k2n2 (2.41)

with k and n the free space wave number and the refractive index respectively.

Replacing the derivatives with difference quotients in equations 2.39 and 2.40 an

eigenvalue problem is obtained, which can be solved for the propagation constant

β and the field components hρ and hz.

Like for the finite integration method radiation losses are eliminated if perfect

electric or magnetic boundary conditions are used. However, by performing a

complex valued coordinate transformation in a finite layer close to the simulation

boundary perfectly matched layers (PML) can be created [87]. The PML layers

remove any residual reflections from the simulation boundary and thereby make it

possible to calculate the radiative losses of the waveguide.

2. Basic Concepts and Numerical Methods
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Chapter 3

Trimming of Silicon Ring

Resonators

This chapter discusses the possibility of highly accurate trimming of

silicon ring resonators by bleaching of a chromophore doped polymer

cladding. Experimental results as well as parts of the text have been

published in [88].

In the last couple of years silicon high Q-factor ring resonators have been stud-

ied for a variety of different applications. It has been shown that these structures

can be used as highly selective filter elements, as small footprint EO-modulators

and even as lasing structures [89, 90, 91] . Yet some major obstacles have averted

the large scale use of these structures in commercially available products. One of

these obstacles is the fact that due to fabrication tolerances the resonances of such

resonators are randomly shifted in wavelength.

Zortman et al. have shown that for state of the art lithography the resonance

wavelength for disc resonators on a single wafer varies by 2 nm depending on

the position of the resonator on the wafer [92]. The channel spacing in a modern

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) system is 0.8 nm [93]. It is obvious

that in order to use silicon ring resonators in a commercial product a trimming

procedure is needed in order to correct for these random shifts.

27
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It has been shown that the thermo-optic effect can be used to compensate for

temperature and fabrication induced resonance shifts [94]. However, this trim-

ming strategy becomes increasingly challenging when the distance between the

resonators becomes small. Furthermore the power consumption of the heaters and

the control circuitry add an additional power penalty to the system. Therefore

it makes sense to compensate for random shifts with a passive post fabrication

trimming while keeping all resonators on one chip at a constant temperature.

Canciamilla et al. have recently shown that ring resonators made from chalco-

genide glass can be trimmed by illumination of visible light [95]. Photosensitive

polymer claddings also have been proposed to achieve ring resonator trimming

[96]. Although the presented trimming strategies are likely to work for silicon ring

resonators the trimming is not stable in ambient light or temperature.

In this chapter it will be shown that efficient post fabrication trimming can

be achieved by bleaching of a chromophore doped polymer cladding. Since chro-

mophore molecules with conjugated π-bonds are highly polarizable a host polymer

doped with chromophores can have a significantly higher refractive index than the

undoped host polymer. Several groups have reported that the polarizabilty of the

chromophores can be reduced by cracking the π-bonds in the conjugated system.

This bleaching process leads to a reduction of the refractive index of the polymer

blend. Bleaching can be realized by illumination with ultra violet light (UV light)

or with an accelerated electron beam. Refractive index changes due to bleaching

of up to 6.2 · 10−2 have been reported [97, 98]. Grillet et al. give a comprehensive

overview on the different effects that can be used to trim the refractive index [99].

It can be seen that among all listed effects bleaching shows the strongest refractive

index change allowing for the largest trimming range.

Bleaching is a permanent process. For Polymethylmetharcrylate doped with

disperse red 1 chromophore (PMMA-DR1) Vydra et al. have shown that the

refractive index of a bleached polymer film stays stable even after 24 hours in

an oven at 160 ◦C, 40 ◦C above the glass transition temperature of the polymer

blend [100]. Chromophore doped polymers can also act as highly effective electro-

optic materials [42]. Chromophore molecules with broken π-bonds however do not

28 3. Trimming of Silicon Ring Resonators
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contribute to the electro-optic effect anymore. Nevertheless as long as the trimming

does not take place in the modulation region bleaching does not constrain the

functionality of the device. It is therefore conceivable that the chromophore doped

polymer cladding might both serve as an active electro-optic material [101, 102]

and, at a different location, as trimming material.

3.1 Polymer Bleaching by Ultra Violet Light

In order to investigate if APC-CKL1 can be bleached by UV light polymer thin

films were produced. The polymer blend has been dissolved in cyclopentanone and

was spin coated on glass substrates. The samples had a film thickness between 1.5

and 1.6 μm.

After baking the thin films have been exposed to UV radiation from a mercury-

vapor lamp. The exposure times ranged from 15 minutes to six hours. After the

illumination the absorption spectra of the samples were measured by means of

a Perkin Elmer Lambda series spectrometer. Figure 3.1a shows the absorption

of the chromophore for different exposure times including a reference spectrum

of an unexposed film. It can be seen that the characteristic absorption peak

of the chromophore decreases due to the splitting of the π-bonds. Since the host

polymer does not contribute any considerable absorption in this wavelength region

the absorption of the blended polymer is proportional to the amount of intact

chromophore molecules in the film. The fraction of intact chromophore molecules

is therefore given by the ratio of the material absorption before and after bleaching.

For each exposure time the refractive index is measured with a Metricon prism

coupler. As the exposure time is increased the measured refractive index drops

due to the reduced polarizability of the broken chromophore molecules. Figure

3.1b shows the magnitude of the refractive index change as a function of the intact

chromophores obtained from the transmission spectra. The measured values can

be well fit with a line, which means that the concentration of intact chromophore

molecules and refractive index change are proportional to each other. If the fitted

line is extrapolated to the point where all π-bonds are split a maximum refractive
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Figure 3.1: (a) shows the absorption spectra of polymer thin films after differ-

ent UV exposure times. The jump in the spectra is a result of the lamp change

in the spectrometer. (b) shows the refractive index reduction as a function of

the concentration of intact chromophore molecules compared to the unbleached

film.

index change of 5.9 ·10−2 is obtained. This value is similar to the values previously

reported for bleached thin films of PMMA-DR1 [97].

The presented results confirm that the refractive index of APC-CKL1 can be

adjusted by means of UV bleaching. The measurements indicate a simple linear

dependence between the concentration of intact chromophore molecules and the

refractive index of the polymer. UV bleaching of APC-CKL1 coated ring resonators

could therefore be used as a trimming method. However, for the UV source used

in this experiment exposure times of more than two hours were necessary to break

half of the π-bonds.

3.2 Trimming of Silicon Ring Resonators by

Electron Beam Bleaching

In this section post fabrication trimming of silicon ring resonators by means of

electron beam bleaching will be shown. The advantage of electron beam bleaching

3. Trimming of Silicon Ring Resonators
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Figure 3.2: (a) depicts a schematic cross section of the farbicated ring res-

onator waveguide geometry including dimensions. (b) shows a SEM image of

a ring resonator with radius of 10 μm

lies in the fact that no lithography masks are needed. For this experiment silicon

ring resonators have been fabricated on a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer using

mass compatible deep UV lithography. Ring resonators with 10 μm and 20 μm

radius were produced. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic side view of the resonator

waveguide together with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a fab-

ricated structure. The ring resonators were coated with an 800 nm thick film of

APC-CKL1 followed by a baking step.

All experiments have been performed using a Zeiss Supra electron beam mi-

croscope together with a Raith Elphy Plus electron beam lithography unit. An

acceleration voltage of 10 kV and an aperture of 10 μm was used for all experi-

ments.

In order to show that precise trimming is possible it is necessary to perform

a gauging experiment to determine the sensitivity and the maximum refractive

index shift of the polymer blend. The gauging experiments have been performed

illuminating several ring resonators with different doses of electrons. Transmission

spectra of the ring resonators were taken before and after the bleaching in order to

determine the shift of the resonance wavelength. For the same modal order of the

resonator before and after bleaching the accumulated phase φ = βL in one round

trip must stay the same. Since the physical length of the ring L = 2πr is not

altered by the bleaching process it follows that the propagation constants before
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bleaching β0 and after bleaching βbleach must be equal at resonance. Assuming

that the bleaching of the cladding introduces only a small change in the resonance

wavelength the propagation constant after bleaching can be approximated by a

first order Taylor series expansion in cladding refractive index and wavelength

βbleach = β0 +
∂β

∂λ
Δλ+

∂β

∂n
Δn (3.1)

where the first partial derivative can be calculated from the dispersion relation

of the waveguide. The second partial derivative is a measure for the sensitivity

towards refractive index changes in the cladding. Both values were determined

from simulations with a free eigenmode solver, which features the calculation of

eigenmodes in curved waveguide systems [86]. Cladding refractive index sensitiv-

ities ∂β
∂n

of 7.58 · 105/m and 2.56 · 106/m were obtained for the transverse electric

(TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarized waveguide mode respectively. The

derivatives towards λ were found to be −1.05 ·1013/m2 and −0.94 ·1013/m2 for TE

and TM polarization. Since βbleach and β0 are equal at resonance the propagation

constant β0 in equation 3.1 cancels out. The refractive index change in the poly-

mer Δn can be directly computed from the partial derivatives and the measured

wavelength shift. It was found experimentally that the maximal refractive index

change Δnmax is 6.0 · 10−2, which matches well with the values obtained from UV

bleaching before.

For modeling the bleaching process, which is described by the refractive index

as a function of the electron exposure dose d, the measured data suggested that a

single exponential fit is appropriate. By fitting the measured data with the model

function the following expression for the refractive index change is obtained:

Δn(d) = Δnmax(1− e−(d/γ)) (3.2)

with a decay constant γ of 499 μAs/cm2. Figure 3.3 shows the measured values

as well as the fit of the model function. With the partial derivatives given before

and the maximum refractive index change a maximum resonance shift of 4.3 nm is

expected for TE polarization. For TM polarization we experimentally confirmed

a maximum resonance shift of 16.4 nm.

3. Trimming of Silicon Ring Resonators
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Figure 3.3: shows the calculated values for the refractive index change in

the cladding versus the electron dose. The values have been fitted with the

exponential model function.

With the gauging curve it is possible to precisely tune the resonance wavelength

of a ring resonator to a given wavelength. In order to demonstrate this five ring

resonators with slightly different resonance wavelengths were fabricated, which are

coupled to a single bus waveguide. The resonance was varied by increasing the

resonator radius of 10 μm in 10 nm steps.

Before bleaching the resonances of the ring resonators were determined from

the transmission spectrum of the device. Afterwards each ring was bleached in-

dividually with a different electron dose such that, after bleaching, all resonators

50 μm

Figure 3.4: shows a light microscope image of bleached ring resonators.

Bleached areas appear brighter in the image. The designed resonance wave-

length increases from left to right. This is why the rightmost ring has to be

bleached the strongest for matching the resonance wavelength of the leftmost

ring.
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Figure 3.5: shows the measured transmission spectra of silicon ring res-

onators before and after bleaching.

are at resonance for the same wavelength. A microscope image of a device after

bleaching is shown in figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows the transmission spectrum of a

devices before and after bleaching. It can clearly be seen that the five resonance

dips measured before bleaching collapse to a single dip with significantly higher

extinction after bleaching. For the given parameters a resolution of the resonance

shift of the bleaching process is expected to be 12 pm.

It has been reported that bleaching of polymer films increases the surface rough-

ness of the film [100]. The increased roughness is assumed to come from gaseous

residues, which are created during bleaching and leave the film through the sur-

face. Measurements with an atomic force microscope yielded a surface roughness

of 5 nm root mean square for a bleached polymer film, which is in agreement with

reported results.

Furthermore it was reported that the optical loss inside bleached polymer

waveguides increases by 1.1 dB/cm. The increased optical loss is supposed to

come from local density fluctuations inside the polymer [100]. In order to find

out if increased scattering from surface roughness or local density fluctuations

pose a problem to our trimming approach we measured the Q-factors of ring res-

onators before and after bleaching. Figure 3.6 shows the transmission spectrum of

a ring resonator that has been bleached with a dose of 400 μAs/cm2. This dose

3. Trimming of Silicon Ring Resonators
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Figure 3.6: shows the transmission spectrum of a single ring resonator before

and after bleaching with 400 μAs/cm2 dose.

is sufficient to shift the resonance by more than 2 nm. For the given device a

Q-factor of approximately 2 ·104 was measured before bleaching. Figure 3.6 shows

that both extinction and Q-factor remain unaltered after the bleaching. There-

fore for resonant structure with Q-factor below 2 · 104 additional scattering losses

due to bleaching are negligible. In addition, residual surface roughness could be

smoothed out by a subsequent annealing process or during the poling process at

elevated temperatures.

In summary it can be said that bleaching, either by UV illumination or by elec-

tron beam exposure can be used as a trimming mechanism with high wavelength

resolution. This approach makes it possible to correct resonance shifts in silicon

ring resonators with a resolution of 12 pm, which is almost two orders of magnitude

less than the channel spacing in commercial optical telecommunication systems.

The maximum expected shift of the resonance wavelength using this method is 4.3

nm and 16.4 nm for TE and TM polarized light respectively. Detrimental effects

from increased surface roughness induced by the bleaching process have not been

observed.
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Chapter 4

Configurable Photonic Crystal

Waveguides

This chapter demonstrates how spatially resolved bleaching can be used

to form configurable photonic crystal waveguides. Experimental results

as well as parts of the text have been published in [103].

A large part of the research that has been done in the recent years in the

field silicon photonics was driven by the idea of integrating optical functionality

into electronic integrated circuits. It is hoped that integrated optical circuits can

remedy many of the problems of electrical interconnects today, such as cross talk,

large propagation losses and high energy consumption [104, 105]. The highest

integration density can be achieved using resonant structures with small foot prints

such ring resonators or photonic crystal cavities. Photonic crystal waveguide based

cavities in particular have attracted a considerable amount of attention since with

these structures it is possible to confine light in a volume in the order of a cubic

wavelength and obtain quality factors as high as 3 · 106 at the same time [80].

Various concepts for filters and modulators based on photonic crystal waveguides

and cavities have been realized [67, 106, 107].

So far photonic crystal waveguides and cavities are commonly optimized for

a dedicated purpose including a precise engineering of the structure parameters,

36
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which significantly increases the complexity of the design process. Additionally

photonic crystals as well as ring resonators are susceptible to random fluctua-

tions during the fabrication process resulting in random shifts of the transmission

spectrum [92]. These two factors have so far averted the large scale use of these

structures in highly integrated photonic systems. In order to facilitate integra-

tion and account for random process fluctuations it is therefore necessary to have

generic waveguides that can be configured and trimmed according to the intended

application. Another advantage of configurable waveguides is that its behavior can

be altered also after the devices have been fabricated. This reduces the costs for

lithography masks and lead times in the case of a design change.

The idea of using photonic crystal waveguides as configurable waveguides has

been outlined by Grillet et al. [99]. The major requirement for a configurable

photonic crystal waveguide is a mechanism to define a spatially resolved refractive

index profile in either core or cladding of the waveguides. Accurate trimming has

been shown utilizing the photorefractive effect in chalcogenide glasses [95]. The

glass can either act as a cladding material for a semiconductor photonic crystal or

as core material. Trimming of a photonic crystal cavity with chalcogenide glass

cladding has been shown but according to the measurements additional losses

due to trimming limit the quality factor to a value below 1 · 104 [108]. Selective

infiltration has been proposed as alternative approach. Intrinsic quality factors

up to 5.7 · 104 have been obtained however precise trimming of an existing cavity

has not been reported [109]. Cai et al. have shown precise trimming of photonic

crystal cavities using the photochromic effect in spiropyran [110]. However the

photochromic effect in spiropyran is not temperature stable [111].

In the previous chapter it has been shown that electron beam bleaching of a

chromophore doped polymer cladding is an elegant method for trimming silicon

ring resonators. In this chapter it will be shown how configurable photonic crystal

waveguides can be created by spatially resolved electron beam bleaching.
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4.1 Tuning of Photonic Crystal Waveguides

For the experiments photonic crystal waveguides with a lattice constant a0 of 400

nm and a defect width of one lateral lattice constant, a so called W1 waveguide,

were fabricated. The waveguides were structured by commercially available deep

UV lithography on a SOI wafer. The thickness of the buried oxide layer and

the silicon slab were 2 μm and 220 nm respectively. The lattice constant of the

waveguide is kept constant for the whole waveguide range. At the beginning and

end of the waveguides injector sections with a lattice constant of 430 nm have

been attached to reduce coupling losses to the waveguide. An SEM image of a

waveguide is given in figure 4.1.

The samples were spin coated with a solution of APC-CKL1 in cyclopentanone.

The thickness of the polymer cladding was 500 nm. The photonic crystal waveg-

uides were then bleached with varying electron doses to demonstrate how the

transmission spectrum is shifted. All bleaching experiments have been carried out

with a Raith Elphy Plus electron beam lithography unit combined with a Zeiss

Supra electron microscope. The acceleration voltage was kept constant at 10 kV

for all experiments.

5 μm

Figure 4.1: shows a SEM image of a 15 μm long photonic crystal waveguide.

Figure 4.2a shows the transmission spectrum of a 15 μm photonic crystal waveg-

uide before bleaching and after bleaching with a dose of 100 μAs/cm2 and 200

μAs/cm2 respectively. It can be seen that the spectra are shifted in wavelength

4. Configurable Photonic Crystal Waveguides
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while the fine structure of the spectrum remains unchanged. Figure 4.2b shows

the shift of the transmission spectrum as a function of the applied electron dose.

As described in the previous chapter the bleaching effect can be well described

by an exponential function of the dose with the decay constant γ = 406μAs/cm2

determining the 1/e-value of the maximum refractive index change [88]. The lower

value compared to the results obtained from ring resonators is most likely a result

of the difference in the cladding height used in this case, nonetheless the maximum

refractive index change is 0.06 as before. The maximum shift of the band edge

obtained from the fit is 6.34 nm. For the electron beam equipment used in this

work the minimum applicable dose is 1.88 μA/cm2, which corresponds to a shift of

the band edge of 29 pm. In order to compare these figures to common lithography

we define the effective lattice constant aeff of the bleached waveguide as

aeff = a0
λcut

λ′
cut

(4.1)

with λcut and λ′
cut as the wavelengths of the band edge of the photonic crystal

waveguide before and after bleaching respectively. The change in effective lattice

constant Δaeff is therefore given by

Δaeff = a0 − aeff . (4.2)

Using the presented numbers for the minimum band edge shift it follows that

the effective lattice constant can be defined with a resolution of 7.6 pm, which is

roughly a factor of 70 smaller than the lattice constant of silicon. The maximum

change in effective lattice constant in this case is 1.64 nm. For state of the art

CMOS processes critical structures can be fabricated with a 3σ uniformity below 1

nm [112]. This means the effective lattice constant change shown here is sufficient

to account for random process fluctuations.
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Figure 4.2: (a) shows the transmission spectra of a photonic crystal defect

waveguide before and after bleaching. The direction of the shift for increasing

dose is denoted by an arrow. (b) shows the shift of the transmission spectrum

versus the electron dose. The measured values are depicted as diamonds. An

exponential function is fit to the measured values.

4.2 Cavity Definition in Photonic Crystal

Waveguides

Since photonic crystal waveguides exhibit strong reflection at the mode cut off

bleaching allows to create wavelength selective dielectric reflectors. As described

in Song et al. a cavity can be created from photonic crystal waveguides by adjoining

a waveguide segment with lattice constant a between two waveguide segments with

slightly smaller lattice constant [79]. Since the bleaching process can be used to

reduce the effective lattice constant it is possible to define the reflector sections by

bleaching instead of lithography [113]. The light can therefore be confined between

two bleached sections.

Using the bleaching process instead of lithography the effective lattice constant

reduction in the reflectors can be chosen at ease between 7.6 pm and 1.64 nm well

below the geometrical lattice constant of the waveguide. In order to maintain a still

moderate mode volume we bleached the reflector sections with a large dose of 544

4. Configurable Photonic Crystal Waveguides
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Figure 4.3: (a) shows light microscope images of the photonic crystal waveg-

uides before and after bleaching.The bleached regions appear as bright rectan-

gular areas above the waveguide. (b) shows the transmission spectrum of the

device before and after bleaching. After bleaching, a cavity appears close to the

band edge of the photonic crystal waveguide.

μAs/cm2. This reduces the effective lattice constant in the reflectors by 1.2 nm.

The reflector sections have a length of 17 lattice constants. The separation between

the reflector sections is two lattice constants. Figure 4.3a shows light microscope

images of the photonic crystal waveguide before and after bleaching. The bright-

ened areas of the bleached mirror sections can clearly be identified. Figure 4.3b

shows the transmission spectra of the waveguide before and after bleaching. After

bleaching a resonance with a transmission of 26 % of the waveguide transmission

is observed. A Lorentzian fit of the spectrum yields a resonator line width of 15.6

pm, which corresponds to an externally coupled Q-factor of 9.9 · 104. It can be

seen that the cavity is close to the mode cut off of the bleached sections. This is

expected since the unbleached waveguide section is significantly smaller than the

penetration depth into the reflector sections. Previous works from Rattier et al.

indicate that a larger splitting between the mode cut off and the resonance can be

achieved by a larger separation of the reflector sections [114]. According to Kim

et al. [115] the intrinsic Q-factor Qintrinsic can be obtained from the transmission

spectrum by
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Qintrinsic =
Qtotal

(1−√
Tmax)

(4.3)

where Qtotal is the externally coupled Q-factor of the cavity and Tmax is the

maximum transmission of the cavity. From this an intrinsic Q-factor of 2.6 · 105 is
obtained, which is the highest reported Q-factor for a photonic crystal cavity with

a polymer cladding so far.

4.3 Trimming of Photonic Crystal Cavities

For some applications such as coupled resonator waveguides or photonic molecules

different cavities have to be adjusted to the same resonance wavelength [116, 117].

In order to demonstrate that this is also possible with bleaching we define a pho-

tonic crystal cavity. The bleaching dose for the reflectors is 544 μA/cm2 as before.

After measuring the spectrum the previously unbleached center of the cavity was

illuminated with a dose of 27 μA/cm2. This dose corresponds to an effective

change of the lattice constant of 108 pm, which is still a factor of five smaller

than the silicon lattice constant. Since the bleached region only has a length of

800 nm proximity effects start to play a role for this experiment. A 1/e width of

the electron beam of 117 nm close to the silicon was computed by Monte Carlo

simulations using the NANOPecs software. This reduces the average refractive

index change by 16 % compared to the ideal step index profile. Figure 4.4a shows

simulated scattering trajectories for a 500 nm polymer cladding on silicon. Taking

into account the proximity effect an expected resonance shift of 78 pm wavelength

is obtained from a finite integration time domain simulation.

For the experiment where trimming of an existing cavity is demonstrated it

is important to exclude any shifts of the cavity due to the thermo-optic effect.

The measurements for this experiment were performed on a temperature stabilized

sample holder. Figure 4.4b shows the measured thermo-optic shift of the resonance

frequency with varying temperature of the sample holder. From a linear fit it is

found that the thermo-optic shift of the cavity is 50 pm/◦C. For the experiment the

4. Configurable Photonic Crystal Waveguides
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Figure 4.4: (a) shows simulated electron scattering trajectories at 10 kV

acceleration voltage and 500 nm polymer thickness. (b) shows the measured

resonance wavelength shift as a function of temperature. The measured points

have been interpolated by a linear fit.

temperature of the sample holder and the ambient temperature were kept constant

with an accuracy of better than 0.1 ◦C leading to an expected temperature induced

shift of less than 5 pm.

The measured transmission spectra before and after trimming are given in Fig.

4.5. The spectra are fit with a Lorentzian function. A shift of the resonance of

73 pm is obtained from the fit parameters. Besides the good agreement between

numeric and experimental results it is important to note that neither the Q-factor

nor the maximum transmission change significantly due to the bleaching step. This

shows that the penetration depth into the reflectors and the coupling strength of

the cavity is nearly unaltered.

In summary, it has been shown that electron beam bleaching of a polymer

cladding allows to create configurable photonic crystal waveguides. The effective

lattice constant can be changed spatially resolved with 7.6 pm resolution, which is

much smaller than the atomic lattice constant of silicon. In order to demonstrate

the versatility of this fabrication method a cavity with an intrinsic Q-factor of 2.6 ·
105 has been fabricated. Furthermore it has been shown that an existing photonic
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Figure 4.5: shows the transmission spectrum of a bleached photonic crystal

cavity before and after trimming the center of the cavity. The transmission

is normalized to the maximum pass band transmission of the waveguide. The

resonance of the cavity is shifted by 73 pm after bleaching.

crystal cavity can be trimmed with a resolution of 73 nm wavelength. Since the

described method does not impose any restrictions on the defined refractive index

configurable waveguides can also be used to define more complicated structures

such as cavities with graded reflectors as will be shown in chapter 5.

4. Configurable Photonic Crystal Waveguides
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Chapter 5

Photonic Crystal Resonators with

High Quality Factors

In this chapter the mechanisms that influence the quality factor of pho-

tonic crystal cavities. Different techniques are discussed, which lead to

an enhancement of the quality factor. Numerical results as well as parts

of the text in section 5.2 been published in [118].

The idea of combining silicon photonic crystal resonators with electro-optic

polymers has first been proposed by Wülbern et al. [119]. They showed that using

photonic crystal cavity that is infiltrated by electro-optic polymer modulation

voltages as low as 1 V can be expected using a cavity with a quality factor of 8,000.

At the same time the potential modulation bandwidth is as high as 100 GHz. One

particular advantage of photonic crystal cavities is the strong confinement of light

inside the resonator. This allows to bring the electrical contacts very close to

center of the cavity without suffering excessive optical losses.

Later they succeeded in experimentally demonstrating electro-optic modulation

in a polymer infiltrated photonic crystal cavity. However, two major challenges

remained unresolved. The first challenge was the low quality factor of the cavity,

which was only one third of the desired value of 8,000 [66]. The second challenge

was the low in-device electro-optic coefficient. Both the low quality factor and
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the low electro-optic coefficient lead to an increased modulation amplitude. This

chapter provides an analysis of the mechanisms, which govern the quality factor in

photonic crystal cavities. Different approaches to improve the quality factor will be

discussed. The challenge of obtaining higher in-device electro-optical coefficients

are addressed in the chapters 6 and 7.

5.1 Quality Factors in Single Defect

Heterostructures

This subsection discusses the mechanisms of vertical and lateral energy leakage

using the example of a photonic crystal heterostructure with a single center de-

fect. As a starting point for this analysis the same photonic crystal waveguide

parameters as in Wülbern et al. are chosen [119]. The hole radius r is 0.3a where

a is the lattice constant in propagation direction. The center defect has a width

of 1.4
√
3a. Only the slot width was reduced to 100 nm in order to shift the defect

mode to lower frequencies. Figure 5.1a shows a unit cell of the photonic crystal

waveguide and the electric field distribution of the defect mode at k = 0.52π
a
. Fig-

ure 5.1b shows the band diagram of the photonic crystal waveguide. The light cone

is depicted with a dark shaded region. Dielectric and air bands are represented by

bright shades.

For a vertically symmetric cladding coupling between the defect modes, which

are transverse electrically (TE) polarized and the transverse magnetically (TM)

polarized slab modes is not allowed. In the waveguide geometry chosen here how-

ever, the refractive index of the polymer cladding is higher than for the underlying

glass layer. Due to the breaking of vertical symmetry by the asymmetric cladding

the TE and TM polarization cannot be defined anymore [120]. If the vertical

asymmetry is weak the modes still resemble the previous TE and TM modes. In

the following they will therefore be called quasi TE and quasi TM modes. Due to

the broken symmetry in vertical direction coupling between the two polarizations

is possible if frequency and wave vector are matching. Therefore quasi TM modes

need to be taken into account in the band diagram. The dispersion relation of the

quasi TM mode guided by the silicon slab in figure 5.1 is depicted in green.
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Figure 5.1: (a) shows the unit cell of the photonic crystal waveguide and the

magnitude of the electric field distribution at k=0.52π
a
. The propagation direc-

tion is normal to front surface. (b) show the corresponding band diagram. The

defect mode and the quasi TM mode are depicted in blue and green respectively.

Considering a vertically asymmetric cladding has high practical relevance be-

cause up to now silicon photonic crystals with vertically symmetric polymer cladding

have not been reported. The removal of the buried oxide by means of hydrofluoric

acid is an established process in CMOS fabrication [121, 122]. Nevertheless em-

bedding a photonic crystal slab in polymer is challenging. The polymer infiltration

of the volume that is formed by the etched glass below the silicon slab is likely to

leave voids and the drying of the solvent can lead to stresses and deformations of

the slab.

As described in chapter 2.3 a cavity can be formed from a photonic crystal

waveguide by introducing a region with slightly larger lattice constant. Due to the

spatial confinement of the cavity the resonant mode cannot be described anymore

as an isolated point in the band diagram [123]. Instead the wave vector of the

cavity becomes a continuous spectrum, which is given by the Fourier transform

of the cavity field distribution. Part of the k-vector spectrum couples to the light

cone and the quasi TM mode of the silicon slab. Undesired coupling between the
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localized cavity mode and the light cone as well as the quasi TM mode leads to

energy leakage, which limits the intrinsic quality factor of the cavity [124].

Englund et al. have derived the following expression for the vertically radiated

power P given by

P ≈ η

2λ2k

∫
k||≤k

dkxdkykz
k2
||

[
1

η2
|F{Ez}|2 + |F{Hz}|2] (5.1)

where λ and η are the resonance wavelength and the free space admittance

given by
√

μ0

ε0
[125]. F denotes the Fourier transform and k|| and kz correspond

to the in-plane and out of plane k-vector components. Ez and Hz are electric and

magnetic field components normal to the silicon slab taken in the centre of the

slab plane.

For a vertically symmetric cladding the symmetry enforces that the electric

field components in the centre of the slab lie inside the slab plane for the TE

polarization while the magnetic field is pointing out of the slab plane. In this case

the Ez term in equation 5.1 becomes zero and only the Hz term contributes to the

vertical radiation. This is not strictly true anymore for a vertically asymmetric

cladding. However, as discussed before the modes inside the photonic crystal slab

are not strongly altered provided that the refractive index contrast between top

and bottom cladding is weak. Therefore it is still valid to assume that the Ez part

of equation 5.1 is negligible compared to the Hz contribution.

Figure 5.2 shows the out of plane magnetic field distribution and k-vector

distribution of a cavity with a centre defect length of two lattice constants and

a lattice constant mismatch of 10 nm. The intersection with the light cone is

depicted by a white circle. The part of the spectral power density which extends

farthest into the light cone lies on the kx-axis. Therefore the further analysis will

be focused on strategies to reduce the leakage through the kx component of the

cavity field distribution.

By limiting the discussion to the kx contribution energy leakage out of the

cavity becomes a one-dimensional problem
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Figure 5.2: (a) shows the magnetic field distribution of a photonic crystal

heterostructure cavity. (b) shows the corresponding k-vector spectrum in dB

scale. The intersection with the light cone is depicted by a white line.

P ∝ η

2λ2k

∫
kx≤k

dkx
√
k2 − k2

x

k2
x

|F{Hz}|2 (5.2)

where k is the wave vector in the cladding given by 2π
λn

and n is the cladding

refractive index. In order to increase the quality factor of the cavity the coupling to

the quasi TM mode and the light cone must be reduced. The simplest approach to

reduce the leakage of the cavity energy is to delocalize the resonant mode spatially.

Based on the scaling property of the Fourier transform a more delocalized spectrum

results in a narrower k-vector distribution which in turn reduces undesired coupling

to the light cone or to the quasi TM mode.

A delocalization of the cavity field distribution can be realized in several ways.

One approach is to increase the length of the centre defect. Prusser et al. have

shown the enhancement of the quality factor by this method for silicon waveguide

based Fabry-Perot resonators [126].

A second way to delocalize the resonant field distribution is the reduction of

the mode mismatch between the cavity center and the reflector section [127]. In

the double heterostructure cavities considered here the mode mismatch is given by

the mismatch in lattice constant Δa between the center defect and the reflector

sections.
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Figure 5.3: (a) shows the vertical magnetic field distribution along the waveg-

uide direction. The fields are normalized to have constant energy. (b) shows

the corresponding k-vector spectrum. Intersections with the QTM mode and

the light cone are depicted by bold and dashed lines respectively.

Figure 5.3 shows the vertical magnetic field and the corresponding k-vector

spectrum along the x-axis of two heterostructure cavities of 10 nm and 20 nm lattice

mismatch. The field distributions for the vertically symmetric and asymmetric

cladding are almost identical. It can be seen that the cavity with lower lattice

constant mismatch has a broader spatial field distribution and a narrower k-vector

distribution. In the vertically asymmetric case the quality factors of the cavities

are 2.5 · 105 and 6.0 · 104 for a lattice constant mismatch of 10 nm and 20 nm

respectively. The quality factor for 10 nm lattice constant mismatch is 4.2 times

larger than for 20 nm lattice constant mismatch. This is in good agreement with

the ratio of power spectral densities at the intersection of the quasi TM mode at

kx = 0.42.

The quality factor for the vertically symmetric polymer cladding is 1.8 · 105
and 4.4 · 105 for 10 nm and 20 nm lattice constant mismatch respectively. The

ratio between the two quality factors is very close to the ratio of spectral power

densities at the cut with the light cone.
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Figure 5.4: shows the magnetic field in the slab plane. The field is normalized

to the maximum value of the magnetic field in the cavity.

The coupling to the quasi TM mode can also be directly observed in numerical

simulations by plotting the magnetic field in the slab plane. Figure 5.4 shows

the tangential magnetic field. The presented results support the validity of the

one-dimensional approximation introduced in 5.2 and underlines the importance

of coupling to the quasi TM mode for the quality factor.

Even though a further enhancement of the quality factor is observed in numeri-

cal simulations for a lattice mismatch below 10 nm this approach has experimental

limitations. In order to have reproducible quality factors the mode gap of the de-

fect should be significantly larger than the random frequency shifts of the cut off

frequency along the waveguide due to process fluctuations. This requirement de-

fines the lower limit for the lattice constant mismatch. It was shown in chapter

4 that for unslotted photonic crystal waveguides the lattice constant mismatch

can be as low as 1.2 nm. Slotted waveguides however, exhibit larger scattering

indicating a stronger sensitivity towards process fluctuations [128], which is why

larger mode gaps are required for the slotted photonic crystal geometry.

Despite the fact that the lattice constant mismatch and the length of the cavity

region are independent parameters it is important to note that a change in length of

the centre defect can indirectly influence the penetration depth. Figure 5.5 shows

the band diagram close to the cut off region at k=0.52π
a
. For frequencies below

the cut off frequency the k-vector becomes complex leading to an exponentially

decaying field. The complex part of the k-vector is equal to the decay constant
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of the field. The complex k-vector as a function of frequency can be obtained by

expanding the dispersion relation close to cut off into a Taylor series

ω(k) = ω0 +
1

D
(k − 0.5

2π

a
)2 +O((k − 0.5

2π

a
)3) (5.3)

with ω(k) the frequency of the electromagnetic state corresponding to the given

k-vector. ω0 is the cut off frequency of the mode at k = 0.52π
a
. D describes

the curvature of the waveguide dispersion relation. O((k − 0.5)3) is the residual

approximation error. Close to the cut off frequency k can be approximated by the

complex variable k̃

k̃ ≈ 0.5
2π

a
+ iα (5.4)

where α is the decay constant of an electromagnetic wave inside the photonic

crystal waveguide [129]. At the same time α is the inverse of the penetration depth

dpen. Introducing the expression 5.4 into equation 5.3 yields

ω − ω0 = Δω = − 1

D
α2 +O((iα)3). (5.5)

Equation 5.5 can then be used to compute the the decay constant for frequen-

cies below the waveguide cut off. Figure 5.5a shows the complex band diagram

computed from equation 5.5. Heterostructure cavities have been simulated with a

centre defect length N of two, four, six and eight lattice constants. The resonance

frequencies are indicated by blue markers. The length of the centre defect is in-

creasing along the arrow direction. It is observed that the resonance frequency of

the cavity is monotonously decreasing as the lattice centre defect becomes larger.

This behavior is well known for Fabry-Perot resonators and it follows from the re-

quirement that the accumulated phase in one round trip must be a multiple of 2π

[114]. As a consequence of the decreasing frequency the decay constant increases

along the complex dispersion.

As the the decay constant is increasing for an increasing length of the centre

defect the penetration depth decreases. Figure 5.5b shows the penetration depths

extracted from the band diagram compared to those extracted from the simulated
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Figure 5.5: (a) shows the complex band diagram of a heterostructure with 10

nm lattice mismatch. Bold and dashed lines denote the dispersion of the defect

mode in the defect and reflector section respectively. Simulated cavities are

depicted as blue diamonds. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing

centre defect length N. (b) shows the penetration depth for different defect

lengths extracted from the band diagram and from the field profile.

field profiles. From figure 5.5 it can be understood that delocalization is also taking

place for small defect sizes. Using a small defect length it is therefore possible to

maintain a sufficiently large mode gap and still obtain high quality factors due to

the delocalized mode profile.

Following the arguments given before it would be expected that that an in-

creased penetration depth leads to a larger cavity quality factor. It would also be

expected that a longer centre defect leads to a larger quality factor. Figure 5.6

shows the simulated quality factors for cavities with vertically symmetric polymer

cladding and vertically asymmetric cavities with glass substrate and polymer top

cladding. It can be seen that both vertically symmetric and asymmetric cavities

exhibit a minimum in quality factor for a defect length of four lattice constants.

Both smaller and larger defects lead to higher quality factors. A reduction of the

centre defect length leads to an enhancement of almost a factor of two in quality

factor for both the vertically asymmetric and the vertically symmetric cavity. An
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Figure 5.6: shows the Q–factor as a function of the defect length.

increase of the centre defect length beyond four lattice constants does not lead

to a significant enhancement of the quality factor for the vertically asymmetric

structure. For the vertically symmetric structure the quality factor increases by a

factor of three by increasing the length of the center defect from four to eight.

In summary it can be said that the simulated quality factors and field profiles

support the one-dimensional approximation for energy leakage from the cavity. For

photonic crystal cavities with vertically symmetric cladding it was shown that the

quality factor can be increased by increasing the length of the center defect. In the

case of a vertically asymmetric cladding no significant improvement is observed.

The analysis shows that for vertically asymmetric photonic crystal cavities high

quality factors can only be achieved if the penetration depth into the reflector

sections is large. This can either be achieved by a reduction of the lattice constant

mismatch or by a reduction of the centre defect length. From the fabrication point

of view it is advantageous to work with small defect dimensions and moderate

lattice constant mismatches instead of small lattice constant mismatches as these

structures are likely to be more tolerant towards process fluctuations.
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5.2 Multistep Heterostructures with Gaussian

Field Envelopes

The preceding analysis has shown that the field profile of the cavity mode and

its corresponding Fourier spectrum are crucial for the quality factor of a photonic

crystal cavity. It has also been shown that the quality factor in single step het-

erostructures is mainly determined by the penetration depth into the reflecting

section. This qualitative argument is correct if the field distributions, which are

compared have a similar overall shape. In general k-vector distribution is given by

the Fourier transform of the cavity field envelope, which offers an option to further

enhance the quality factor of photonic crystal cavities [123].

Akahane et al. have shown that the quality factor of a cavity can be significantly

increased if the envelope of the cavity field distribution has a Gaussian shape [123].

Gaussian functions are good candidates as field envelopes because have an optimal

time bandwidth localization leading to a very narrow k-vector distributions [130].

In general synthesizing the refractive index distribution, which leads to a given

electromagnetic field distribution is a challenging problem. Englund et al. have

proposed a synthesis method for dielectric cavities [125]. Lu and Vučković have

presented a method for non-resonant structures [131, 132].

For the special case of photonic crystal cavities some approximations can be

made, which greatly simplify the synthesis of the desired field envelope. In the

first step the desired Gaussian field envelope Henv is defined by

Henv(x) = H0exp(− x2

2σ2
) (5.6)

with σ as the standard deviation of the Gaussian function and H0 a constant

to normalize the envelope energy to unity. For the single step heterostructure it

has been shown that the field inside the reflector section decays exponentially with

a fixed decay constant α. The field distribution Hz(x) inside the reflector section

can therefore be written as

Hz(x) ∝ exp(−αx) (5.7)
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By comparing equation 5.6 with equation 5.7 it is found that α needs to be a

linear function of the space variable x with

α =
x

2σ2
(5.8)

in order to obtain a Gaussian field envelope. Inserting α into the complex

dispersion relation given by equation 5.5 yields

ω(x)− ω0 = Δω(x) = − 1

4D
(
x

σ2
)2 +O(x3). (5.9)

Provided that the resonance frequency is close to the lower edge of the mode

gap Δω represents the difference between the resonance frequency of the cavity

and the local mode cut off of the photonic crystal waveguide. Equation 5.9 shows

that a Gaussian envelope function is obtained for a quadratic variation of the cut

off frequency.

In the case of a single step heterostructure cavity the cut off frequency was

varied by the lattice constant. However, other parameters can be chosen to gen-

erate the spatial variation of the cut off frequency. Cavities with Gaussian field

envelopes have been reported for a spatial variation of the lattice constant, a hole

diameter and the width of the defect waveguide [124, 133, 134].

It has been noted before that the the smallest changes in the photonic crystal

lattice are limited to a few nanometers due to the limited resolution of the fabri-

cation process. Using the bleaching process introduced in chapter 4 the local cut

off frequency of the photonic crystal waveguide can be adjusted very accurately,

which is why in this case the cladding refractive index is chosen as parameter to

define the local cut off frequency. For comparability the same waveguide geometry

is chosen as in section 5.1. Since the bleaching induced changes in the cladding

refractive index Δn are sufficiently small the local cut off frequency ω can be

considered proportional to the change in cladding refractive index

ω(x)− ω0 = γ(n(x)− n0) = γΔn(x) (5.10)
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Figure 5.7: (a) shows schematic of the refractive index distribution. (b)

shows the shape of the bleached sections which were used for the experiments.

Darker shades of gray indicate a higher electron dose and thus lower refractive

index.

describes the sensitivity of the cut off frequency towards changes in the cladding

refractive index. Substituting 5.10 into 5.9 yields

Δn(x) = − 1

4Dγ
(
x

σ2
)2 +O(x3). (5.11)

Hence a parabolic variation of the cladding refractive index will result in the

desired Gaussian field envelope. It is interesting to note that explicit knowledge of

the structure sensitivity and the dispersion are not required in order to synthesize a

Gaussian field envelope. This becomes clear when substituting γ by an alternated

value γ′ = rγ where r is a positive factor. Equation 5.11 will then turn into

Δn(x) = − 1

4Dγ′ (
x

σ2
)2+O(x3) = − 1

4Dγ
(

x

(σ 4
√
r)2

)2+O(x3) = − 1

4Dγ
(
x

σ′2 )
2+O(x3)

(5.12)

Provided that the local cut off frequency is still proportional to the change in

the cladding refractive index any variation of γ or D will only lead to a change in

the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope. The overall shape of the envelope

is not affected.

In order to facilitate the numerical simulations and experiments the parabolic

refractive index distribution in the cladding is approximated by a piecewise con-

where n0 is the unbleached cladding refractive index. γ is given by δω
δn
|n=n0 and
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Figure 5.8: Field profiles with one (a) and five (b) interpolation steps. A

Gaussian envelope is fitted to the simulated fields.

stant function. A schematic of the refractive index profile and the bleached pho-

tonic crystal waveguide is given in figure 5.7. For the numerical simulation the

number of interpolation steps has been varied from one to five. The maximum

refractive index change in the cladding was assumed to be 0.04. According to

definition 4.2 this value corresponds to an effective change in the lattice constant

of 2 nm.

The simulated field profiles for one and five interpolation steps are given in

figure 5.8a and b respectively. The envelopes are fitted with a Gaussian function,

which is depicted in green. For a single step the field profile deviates significantly

from the Gaussian envelope, while for five interpolation steps a nearly perfect

Gaussian envelope is obtained.

Figure 5.9 shows the simulated quality factors and the standard deviation of

the Gaussian envelope fit for different numbers of interpolation steps. The simula-

tions showed that σ decreases strongly from one to two steps. This explains why

almost no improvement of the quality factor is observed from one to two interpo-

lation steps. For more than two interpolation steps the σ value rises gently and

the simulated quality factor increases by approximately 21% for each additional

interpolation step. For five interpolation steps a quality factor of 8.8 · 105 is simu-
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Figure 5.9: shows the quality factor (a) and standard deviation of the Gaus-

sian envelope (b) for cavities with quadratic refractive index modulation as a

function of number of interpolation steps.

lated, which is close to the highest quality factors realized for vertically symmetric

glass infiltrated heterstructure cavities of 1 · 106 [135].

In order to confirm the numerical results photonic crystal waveguides have

been fabricated and coated with a 500 nm thick cladding of APC-CKL1 polymer

cladding. After baking the transmission spectrum of the waveguides was recorded.

Secondly the samples were bleached in accordance with the numerical simulations

with five interpolation steps and a maximum refractive index change of 0.04.

Figure 5.10a shows light microscope images of a photonic crystal waveguide

before and after bleaching. The graded change in the refractive index profile can

be seen from the gradually changing color of the bleached section. The total length

of the bleached section was 14 lattice constants. Figure 5.10b shows the measured

transmission spectra before and after bleaching. The spectra have been low pass

filtered to remove influences from endface reflections. A maximum quality factor

of 8,570 was obtained for these experiments.

Compared to the numerical results presented in figure 5.9 the experimental

quality factors are quite low. The most likely explanation for the low quality fac-

tors, also compared to the ones obtained for unslotted photonic crystal waveguides
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Figure 5.10: (a) shows light microscope images of the photonic crystal waveg-

uide before and after bleaching. (b) shows the measured spectrum of a cavity

with parabolic refractive index profile before and after bleaching.

in chapter 4, is increased scattering due to the presence of the slot. As noted in

section 5.1 structures with stronger scattering require a larger mode gap. Since the

maximum refractive index in this material is limited to 0.06 the effective lattice

cannot be larger than 3 nm in this geometry. However, as this waveguide geometry

was not optimized for refractive index sensitivity it is likely that larger mode gaps

can be obtained for waveguides. In summary it can be said that the experimen-

tal results for bleached cavities with a parabolic refractive index distribution lag

behind the expectations, however the numerical results show that Gaussian mode

envelopes represent an interesting approach for obtaining cavities with very high

quality factors.

5.3 Photonic Crystal Cavities with Raised

Cosine Field Envelopes

It has been shown in the preceding section that the modification of the field enve-

lope can be a powerful tool in order to control the vertical radiation and increase

5. Photonic Crystal Resonators with High Quality Factors
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Figure 5.11: (a) shows a rectangle function and (b) its corresponding Fourier

spectrum.

the quality factor in photonic crystal cavities. In this section raised cosine func-

tions will be introduced as an alternative to Gaussian shaped field envelopes. It

will be shown that, for a given mode volume, engineered raised cosine shaped field

envelopes can in many cases lead to significantly higher quality factors compared

to Gaussian envelopes.

Raised cosine functions are well known in digital signal processing, where their

extraordinarily sharp spectra help to improve the frequency resolution and dy-

namic range of discrete Fourier transforms [136]. This property also makes them

attractive as field envelopes in photonic crystal cavities. The idea behind raised

cosine functions can be understood considering a rectangle function s(x,W ) and

its Fourier spectrum S(k,W ) given by

s(x,W ) =
1

W
rect(

x

W
) � �S(k,W ) = sinc(

kW

2
) (5.13)

where the parameter W determines the width of the function. Figure 5.11

shows s(x,W ) and the Fourier transform S(k,W ). The spectral energy is poorly

confined and exhibits large side lobes. The first side lobe close to k = ±3π/W

is as high as 23% amplitude of the main maximum. In order to reduce the side
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Figure 5.12: (a) shows the Hamming window and (b) its corresponding

Fourier spectrum.

harmonic function. Doing so a new function s′(x) is obtained with

s′(x) = s(x,W )(a0+a1cos(
2π

W
x)) � �S ′(k) = S(k)∗(a0+a1

2
(δ(k−2π

W
)+δ(k+

2π

W
)))

(5.14)

where ∗ denotes the convolution integral and δ the Dirac delta function. Figure

5.12 shows the Hamming window s′(x) and its Fourier transform S ′(k), which

is given by the coefficients a0 = 0.54 and a1 = 0.46 [137]. The coefficients of

this particular raised cosine function have been chosen for optimum side lobe

cancellation. Figure 5.12 shows that the central peak of S ′(k) has widened as a

result of the multiplication of the cosine term. Furthermore it can be seen that the

different sinc functions interfere destructively, which leads to a strong suppression

of the side lobes. For this raised cosine function the largest residual side lobe has

an amplitude of 0.7% of the main peak. The side lobe suppression can be further

improved by adding more cosine terms. The general raised cosine window s̃(x) of

order N can then be written as

lobes and thereby improve the spectral confinement s(x,W ) is multiplied with a
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s̃(x) = s(x,W )
N∑
i=0

aicos(
2πi

W
x) � �S̃(k) = S(k)∗

N∑
i=0

ai
2
(δ(k− 2πi

W
)+δ(k+

2πi

W
)),

(5.15)

which is very similar to the expression obtained for discrete time series in signal

processing [138].

5.3.1 Synthesis of Raised Cosine Functions

As described for Gaussian functions a suitable field envelope should minimize the

spectral energy for k-vectors inside the light cone. In order to meet this requirement

the coefficients ai are chosen such that the side lobes from N+1 till 2N of s(x,W )

are canceled optimally. This requirement can be written in a matrix form with

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

c11 c12 . . . c1N

c21 c22 . . . c2N
...

...
. . .

...

c1N c2N . . . cNN

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

a1

a2
...

aN

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = a0

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

S(kmax,N+1,W )

S(kmax,N+2,W )
...

S(kmax,2N ,W )

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (5.16)

where S(kmax,i,W ) is amplitude of the ith side lobe of the sinc function

S(x,W ). The matrix entries cmn are given by

cmn = (S(kmax,N+m−n,W ) + S(kmax,N+m+n,W ))(−1)(n+1). (5.17)

Figure 5.13a shows raised cosine functions of different order, which were syn-

thesized by means of equation 5.16. The functions and corresponding spectra

were normalized to constant energy. The synthesized functions become narrower

for larger function orders due to cosine terms with higher spatial frequencies. In

figure 5.13b the corresponding Fourier spectra of the synthesized functions are

shown. It can be seen that each additional coefficient reduces the residual side

lobes by approximately 20 dB.

There are no fundamental limitations on how low the side lobes can become.

Albrecht has shown a value of -289 dB for the highest side lobe using a raised cosine
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Figure 5.13: (a) shows raised cosine functions with rectangular boundary

and (b) the corresponding spectra with different number of coefficients. Each

additional coefficient reduces the side lobes by 20 dB.

function of order eleven [139]. For the photonic crystal resonators however, the

highest applicable function order is constrained by the desired mode volume and

the available k-space below the light cone. As can be seen in figure 5.12 the main

maxima of the shifted sinc contributions are always located at zero intersections of

all other sinc contributions. Hence, the main maxima of sinc contributions cannot

be canceled by other sinc contributions. As a consequence all main maxima of the

sinc functions must reside outside the light cone. This requirement defines the

upper limit of the function order.

One complication using raised cosine functions as field envelopes for dielectric

resonators is the fact that the synthesis given above relies crucially on the bound-

ary condition given by the function s(x,W ). The rectangular boundary chosen

before is not an ideal choice for field envelopes of photonic crystal cavities. In this

case the electromagnetic field is forced to zero for |x| > W/2, which would require

a very rapid decay of the electro-magnetic field. In order to account for a finite

penetration depth of the electromagnetic field into dielectric reflectors exponen-

tial tails are therefore added to the rectangle function. The modified boundary

condition is given by
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Figure 5.14: (a) shows raised cosine functions for a boundary with a finite

decay constant of 15/W and (b) corresponding spectra. In (a) the exponential

tails are well visible for N = 1.

s(x,W ) = rect(x/W ) + u(x−W/2)e−α(x−W/2) + u(−(x−W/2))eα(x−W/2) (5.18)

where u(x) is the Heaviside step function and α is the decay constant. The

corresponding k-vector distribution S(k,W ) is given by

S(k,W ) = sinc(
Wk

2
) + 2(

α

α2 + k2
cos(

Wk

2
)− k

α2 + k2
sin(

Wk

2
)). (5.19)

Due to the exponential tails the Fourier spectrum is extended by two additional

terms, which are proportional to cos(Wk
2
) and sin(Wk

2
). These additional terms

have two effects: They change the amplitude of the side lobes, which in turn

changes the matrix elements cmn in equation 5.16. Secondly the spacing of the

side lobes is no longer periodic because the cosine term is not in phase with the

sinc term and all terms decay with different rates as k grows larger. This leads

to a slight dephasing of the shifted copies of S(k,W ) in k-space as the distance to

the centre maximum grows larger. As a consequence of the changing periodicity

the extinction of the side lobes is no longer perfect.

In order to find the coefficients ai for the case of finite penetration depth the

position and amplitude of the side lobes is computed numerically. In the following a
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moderate decay constant of 15
W

is assumed. Figure 5.14 shows the synthesized raised

cosine functions for the modified boundary condition with exponential tails. The

raised cosine functions have residual side lobes of similar magnitude as those for

the rectangular boundary condition given in figure 5.13. Simulations showed that

for the penetration depth chosen here no significant improvement of the extinction

of the side lobes is observed for function orders larger than three. This is a direct

consequence of the non optimal cancellation of side lobes due to the dephasing

effect. Based on the given analysis however, an improvement for higher order

functions is expected if larger values of α are allowed.

For the sake of comparability the synthesized raised cosine functions are scaled

to have the same effective widths σ. The effective width is defined by the root

mean square criterion given by

σ =

√∫∞
−∞ s̃(x)2x2dx∫∞
−∞ s̃(x)2dx

[140]. (5.20)

The effective widths of the functions are brought into agreement by adjusting

the parameter W for each function. The complete parameter set of the synthesized

raised cosine functions is given in table 5.1.

In order to analyze how the synthesized functions perform as field envelopes

the approach of Liu et al. is applied [141]. The field distribution Hz is modeled

using a slowly varying envelope approximation given by

Hz(x) = s̃(x)cos(
π

a
x) � �F{Hz} =

1

2
(δ(k − π

a
) + δ(k +

π

a
)) ∗ S̃(k), (5.21)

a0 a1 a2 a3 W

N = 1 1.107 0.839 0.635

N = 2 0.841 0.950 0.143 0.853

N = 3 0.703 0.943 0.265 0.022 1.00

Table 5.1: Coefficients of raised cosine functions for a boundary with a finite

decay constant of 15/W .
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Figure 5.15: (a) shows the schematic of a numerical cavity spectrum. The

integration domain is depicted by a gray shade. (b) shows the radiated power

inside the light cone as a function of the integration boundary klc.

where a is the lattice constant of the photonic crystal and S̃(k) is the spectrum

of the cavity field envelope. For the simulations presented here a was chosen to

be 16W . The spectral power coupled the light cone is calculated by integrating

the spectral power between −klc and klc using equation 5.2. Figure 5.15a shows

a schematic k-vector spectrum including the integration boundaries. Figure 5.15b

shows the vertically radiated power versus the width of the light cone klc for

the synthesized raised cosine functions from table 5.1 and a Gaussian function of

the same effective width. For all functions the power increases monotonically as

the integration boundary is moved towards k = π
a
. For raised cosine envelopes

with N = 2 and N = 3 a wide range exists where the radiated power is much

lower as compared to a Gaussian envelope of the same width. In the maximum

difference between the Gaussian envelope and the second and third order raised

cosine envelopes are 12 dB and 18 dB respectively.

Provided that vertical radiation is the only loss path in the cavity P is inversely

proportional to the cavity quality factor. Under this assumption the vertically

radiated power and the quality factors for raised cosine envelopes and Gaussian

envelopes can be related by
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QRaised cosine

QGauss
=

PGauss

PRaised cosine
. (5.22)

The enhancement of the quality factor due to raised cosine field envelopes

compared to a Gaussian field envelope of the same effective width can thus be

up to a factor of 16 and 63 for the second and third order raised cosine function

respectively. It should be noted that the choice the lattice constant a has little

influence on the vertically radiated power at the point of maximum difference.

Only the value of klc at which the maximum difference occurs is shifted.

5.3.2 Numerical Validation

The enhancement of the vertical quality factor due to raised cosine field envelopes

can be confirmed by numerical simulations. The numerical model used in this case

comprises of a set of infinitely extended alternating layers of air and silicon. The

refractive index of silicon is assumed to be 3.5. The simulations were carried out

in frequency domain using CST studio suite. The envelope of the resonant mode is

shaped by a spatial variation of the silicon filling fraction, where the filling fraction

is defined from zero to one for 0% to 100% material content. The filling fractions of

the unperturbed photonic crystal are 0.47 and 0.53 for silicon and air respectively.

Figure 5.16 shows the band diagram of the structure. The second mode is chosen

to form the cavity since its dispersion is similar to that of photonic crystal defect

waveguides shown in figure 5.6.

Before the cavities can be simulated the spatial variation of the silicon filling

fraction needs to be computed that leads to the desired electro-magnetic field distri-

bution. This is done by generalizing the synthesis approach presented for Gaussian

functions. As long as the desired field envelope is symmetric and monotonously

decaying from the centre the filling fraction of silicon fsi(x) can be approximated

by

fsi(x) ≈ f0 − 1

γD
(
ln(s̃(x))

x
)2 (5.23)
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Figure 5.16: shows the band diagram of a one dimensional photonic crystal.

The filling fractions of air and silicon are 53% and 47% respectively.

turbed photonic crystal. For the Gaussian function this equation yields the same

parabolic dependence on the cut off frequency as given in equation 5.9.

For raised cosine functions that are oscillating in real space it was found that a

better approximation to the desired envelope can be achieved by treating the local

maxima of the envelope as coupled cavities. The functions are therefore split into

segments at the local minima and the value of 1
Dγ

was optimized for each segment.

The different segments are then adjoined and simulated together. The local field

maximum in each segment is fine tuned by introducing a small offset in the filling

fraction.

Figure 5.17 shows the optimized distribution of the filling fraction and the

corresponding the magnetic field profile profile for the third order raised cosine

function from table 5.1. It can be seen that a good fit with the desired envelope

function was achieved even for highly attenuated fields.

For comparison a Gaussian envelope with parabolic filling fraction of silicon

was simulated. The σ of the Gaussian function was adjusted in such a way that

the cavities with Gaussian and raised cosine envelope have the same effective width

according to equation 5.20.

In a second step the infinitely extended layers were reduced to a slab main-

taining the same spatial distribution of the filling fraction. The value of klc was

where ln denotes the natural logarithm and f0 the filling fraction of the unper-
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Figure 5.17: (a) shows the optimized spatial distribution of the silicon filling

fraction. The offset between the two function segments is indicated by a grey

shade. (b) shows the magnitude of the magnetic field in dB scale.

varied by changing the thickness of the slab, which in turn changed the resonance

frequency of the cavity. The largest splitting between the Gaussian envelope and

the optimized raised cosine envelope was found at a slab thickness of 0.46a. At

this slab thickness quality factors of 33 · 106 and 1.1 · 106 were obtained for the

raised cosine and Gaussian envelope respectively. The simulated magnetic field

distribution is depicted in figure 5.18. It can be seen that the vertical radiation is

strongly suppressed in the case of the raised cosine mode envelope.

The numerically obtained ratio between the quality factor of the third order

raised cosine envelope and the Gaussian envelope is smaller than anticipated by

the analytic calculations. Possible reasons for this might lie in approximations,

which enter equation 5.1. Also small deformations in the raised cosine envelope

cannot be completely excluded since the values of 1
Dγ

and the segment offsets for

the filling fraction have been optimized manually.

Despite the approximations made in the analytic model, the simulations con-

firm the expectation of enhanced quality factor due to optimized raised cosine

mode envelopes. Having established both the analytic and numerical methods it

could be worthwhile to investigate other window functions like Kaiser-Bessel or
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Figure 5.18: (a) shows the magnetic field intensity of a cavity with Gaussian

envelope. (b) shows the magnetic field intensity of a cavity with raised cosine

envelope. The fields are normalized to the maximum field value. It can be

seen that the vertical scattering is much stronger in the case of the Gaussian

envelope.

Dolph-Chebychev windows for their potential as mode envelopes [142, 143]. In

particular the problem of dephasing could be circumvented by choosing another

type of function. Like for Gaussian mode envelopes the full potential of this ap-

proach can only be realized by means of a fabrication method, which allows to

define small geometry changes in a reliable way. Post processing methods such

as bleaching therefore represent interesting tools to experimentally investigate the

influence of different spatial mode profiles on the quality factor.

In summary it can be said that for a proper choice of the waveguide geometry

and centre defect length even single step heterostructure cavities are sufficient to

obtain intrinsic quality factors above 105. If higher quality factors are desired then

cavities with Gaussian mode envelopes can be used. One possible way to fabricate

cavities with a Gaussian shaped field envelope is to define a parabolic variation

of the local cladding refractive index by bleaching. It could be shown numerically

that the quality factor increases exponentially for an increasing number of refrac-

tive index steps. The highest quality factor simulated was 8.8 · 105. The largest
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quality factor found experimentally was 8,570. None of the shown structures re-

quire an undercutting of the photonic crystal membrane, which greatly facilitates

the fabrication process. Finally, even higher quality factors can be obtained by

using a raised cosine shaped field envelope instead of a Gaussian envelope. For the

chosen parameters it could be shown numerically that the quality factor in cavities

with raised cosine envelopes can be enhanced by another factor of 30 compared to

Gaussian field envelopes.
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Chapter 6

Electro-Optic Modulation in

Hybrid Silicon-Organic

Waveguide Structures

This chapter discusses the methods and experiments to characterize

electro-optically modulated silicon waveguide structures. Experimental

results as well as parts of the text in subsection 6.3 have been published

in [67].

In chapter 5 different methods were discussed in order to obtain photonic crys-

tal cavities with high quality factors. In this chapter it will be experimentally

shown how compact electro-optic amplitude modulators can be realized by taking

advantage of both resonant and non-resonant photonic crystal waveguides.

One key aspect for efficient electro-optic modulation in polymer infiltrated

silicon waveguides is a high electro-optic coefficient r33. In order to optimize the

poling procedure for high values of r33 slotted waveguides have been investigated.

Compared to photonic crystal waveguides or cavities slotted waveguides are less

challenging to fabricate and the experimental results are easier to interpret.

Furthermore this chapter will provide methods to interpret electro-optic mea-

surements in photonic crystal waveguides. Using these methods electro-optic mod-

73
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Figure 6.1: (a) shows a schematic cross section of a slotted waveguide with

dimensions. (b) shows a SEM image of a slotted waveguide. The grey bars are

the waveguide rails.

ulation in a photonic crystal cavity at kHz frequencies will be shown. Finally

electro-optic modulation in a photonic crystal waveguide at 40 GHz modulation

frequency is demonstrated.

6.1 Electro-Optic Phase Modulation in Slotted

Waveguides

The slotted waveguides used here are similar to the waveguides presented in [21]

however, the structure parameters have been adapted for the purpose of this study.

A schematic cross section as well as a scanning electron microscope image are given

in figure 6.1. The silicon rail height was kept constant at 220 nm. The rail width

has been optimized using the CST mode solver in order to obtain a high refractive

index sensitivity dβ
dn

inside the slot. For a slot width wslot = 100 nm an optimal

refractive index sensitivity of 1.36 · 106/m is found for a rail width of 250 nm. The

slotted waveguides have been fabricated in lengths between 100 μm and 400 μm.

The waveguides were infiltrated by drop casting with a solution of APC-CKL1

in cyclopentanone. Afterwards the samples were placed into an evacuated oven

at 90 ◦C for 12 hours to remove residual solvents. The samples were poled under
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nitrogen atmosphere on a temperature controlled hot plate. The temperature

was increased at a rate of 10 ◦C/min until the final temperature was reached. The

sample was then kept at this temperature for a defined dwell time and subsequently

cooled down to room temperature. The poling field remained applied during the

whole temperature cycle. The poling field Ep is defined as

Ep =
Vp

wslot
(6.1)

where Vp is the voltage applied to the sample. For the electro-optic charac-

terization the slotted waveguides are contacted by wafer probes. As a voltage is

applied to the probes an electric field forms between the two silicon rails, which

induces a change in propagation constant given by

Δβ =
dβ

dn
Δneo (6.2)

where Δneo is the electro-optically induced refractive index change. Insert-

ing Pockels formula from equation 2.20 for Δneo and multiplying by the slotted

waveguide length Lwg gives the electro-optically induced change in the waveguide

transmission phase

δΦ =
1

2

dβ

dn
n3r33

V

wslot
Lwg. (6.3)

The electro-optic phase change δΦ in the waveguide is then measured in a

Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Figure 6.2 shows a schematic of the setup. A fiber

coupled tunable laser source is used as excitation. The polarization of the laser

beam is controlled via a fiber based polarization controller. Collimator lenses are

used to couple the light from fibers into free space. The beam path is split by

a beam splitter. The light in the sample path is coupled into the waveguide via

microscope objectives. The two beam paths are reunited at the second beam

splitter and coupled back into a fiber, which is connected to a photodiode.

The transmitted intensity through the interferometer is given by

I(Φ) =
Imax

2
(1 + cos(Φ)) + I0 (6.4)
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Figure 6.2: Shows a schematic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer used to

characterize polymer infiltrated slotted waveguides. Fibers and beams in free

space are depicted as bold and dashed lines respectively.

where Φ defines the operating point of the interferometer, Imax is the maximum

intensity and I0 is an offset resulting from unbalanced transmission through the

two interferometer arms. The change in transmission intensity δI due to a small

electro-optic phase shift δΦ can then be written as

δI = δΦ
dI

dΦ
= Ĩsin(Φ). (6.5)

Figure 6.4 shows a schematic response of an electro-optically modulated inter-

ferometer. The constants Imax and Ĩ are obtained by measuring the transmission

through the interferometer and the electro-optically induced change in transmis-

sion intensity for different values of Φ. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the in-

terferometer response. Substituting δΦ in equation 6.5 by equation 6.3 gives an

expression that can be solved for the electro-optic coefficient r33 in the slotted

waveguide

r33 =
4Ĩwslot

Imax
dβ
dn
V Lwg

. (6.6)

In order to increase the sensitivity of the setup a lock in amplifier is used to

apply a sinusoidal electric signal V of one kHz frequency to the waveguide. This

results in an electro-optically induced change in waveguide transmission phase,

which follows the frequency of the lock in amplifier. The phase Φ between the

reference and the sample beam is adjusted via the wavelength of the laser. This

6. Electro-Optic Modulation in Hybrid Silicon-Organic Waveguide Structures
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Figure 6.3: shows a schematic response of a Mach Zehnder interferometer

approach is valid since neither the electro-optic coefficient nor the waveguide dis-

persion vary significantly in the wavelength interval of the measurement.

Figure 6.4 shows a measurement of a slotted waveguide with a length of 100

μm. The waveguide had been poled at 200 V/μm. The detected lock in signal δI

and the DC photodiode signal I are 90 degree phase shifted as expected from the

equations 6.4 and 6.5. The highest electro-optic coefficient in slotted waveguide

samples was found for a poling field of 300 V/μm, a poling temperature of 150
◦C and a dwell time of 20 seconds. For these parameters a r33 of 25 pm/V was

obtained. However, values above 20 pm/V have also been observed 150 V/μm

and 200 V/μm. The fact that for some devices it is possible to apply poling

fields of 300 V/μm and more to the electro-optic polymer without observing any

dielectric breakdown is noteworthy itself. In thin films of thicknesses of 1 μm or

more dielectric breakdown is frequently observed for poling fields that are larger

than 100 V/μm. This is most likely a consequence of the smaller poled polymer

volume in slotted waveguides, which reduces the probability of defects inside the

high field region.

Since the largest electro-optic coefficients measured in the slotted waveguides

are about a factor of four lower than in a thin film of 800 nm thickness on ITO

coated glass substrates the orientation of the chromophore molecules is expected
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Figure 6.4: shows a measurement of a slotted waveguide of 100 μm length.

The sample has been modulated by a sinusoidal signal of five volt amplitude

and one kHz frequency. I and δI denote the DC photodiode signal and the lock

in signal respectively. Measured points are indicated by markers and the solid

lines were obtained from a sinusoidal fit.

to be weak. In such a case it would be expected that the electro-optic coefficient

increases linearly with the applied poling field. However, experimentally no clear

field dependence is observed for poling fields between 150 V/μm and 300 V/μm.

A possible explanation for this might be the presence of a current induced chro-

mophore decay, which limits the electro-optic coefficient inside the slot. Poling

induced chromophore decay has previously been observed in PMMA-DR1 [144].

Even though the electro-optic coefficients obtained in slotted waveguides are

low compared to thin film values a significant improvement of the in device r33 was

achieved in this study. The electro-optic coefficient reported here is approximately

two times larger than the previously reported values for slotted waveguides of

similar geometry [66, 67, 30, 68]. It should be mentioned at this point that for

the high field strengths used in the experiments only a few samples exhibited

comparatively high electro-optic coefficients. From nine samples poled at field

strengths between 150 and 300 V/μm three showed an r33 above 20 pm/V. Three

samples showed no measurable electro-optic effect. Another three samples showed

very low electro-optic coefficients below 5 pm/V.

6. Electro-Optic Modulation in Hybrid Silicon-Organic Waveguide Structures
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A major challenge of this study laid in the low currents during poling of the

slotted waveguide samples. The currents were too low to be monitored reliably

and thus it was often not possible to judge if a sample had been poled properly.

In summary it can be said that poling fields between 150 and 200 V/μm and

dwell times below two minutes at a temperature of 148.5 ◦C yield close to optimal

electro-optic coefficients in slotted waveguides. However, for these parameters the

probability for failure appears to be considerable.

6.2 Electro-Optic Amplitude Modulation in

Photonic Crystal Cavities

The analysis presented in chapter 5 has shown that optimized single defect het-

erstructures can easily reach the desired Q-factors of 8000, even for a vertically

asymmetric cladding. For the experimental realization slotted photonic crystal

cavities with a single defect in the centre of the cavity have been fabricated. The

waveguide parameters are the same as introduced in section 5.1. A defect length

of two lattice constants was chosen in order to benefit from the delocalization of

the resonant mode. In figure 6.5 the scanning electron image of the fabricated

photonic crystal heterostructure is given.

The samples have been coated with APC-CKL1 and baked the same way as

the slotted waveguides before. Figure 6.6 shows the transmission spectrum of a

photonic crystal heterostructure before poling. A pronounced resonance peak is

observed at 1,550.2 nm. The peak is fit to a Lorzentian function L(λ) with

L(λ) = Lmax
Γ2

4((λ− λ0)2 + (0.5Γ)2)
(6.7)

where Γ is the full width half maximum value of the function and λ0 is the

resonance wavelength of the cavity. Lmax is the maximum value of L(λ). The

value for Γ obtained by the fit is 210 pm, which corresponds to a quality factor

of 7,450, close to the desired value of 8,000. The deviation from the Lorentzian

fit towards lower wavelengths can be explained by the vicinity of the transmission

band edge.
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5 μm

Figure 6.5: shows a SEM image of a slotted photonic crystal cavity before

infiltration.

The cavity has been poled at moderate electric fields of 100 V/μm in order

to reduce the probability of a dielectric breakdown. After the poling step the

transmission spectrum was measured again. Figure 6.7 shows the measured trans-

mission spectrum before and after poling. It can be seen that the cavity resonance

is shifted to shorter wavelengths after poling. This is surprising because it was

expected that due to the poling step the chromophore molecules orient along the

the direction of the poling field. This in turn should lead to an increase of the re-

fractive index in the direction of poling due to the uniaxial oriented state and due

to the positive anisotropy of the molecular polarizability. Since the optic electric

field inside the slot is parallel to the direction of poling the increased refractive

index should shift the cavity resonance to longer wavelengths. Also the quality

factor is reduced to a value of 3,300. Besides the saturation of the r33 value in slot-

ted waveguides this observation serves as further evidence for chromophore decay

inside the slotted waveguide during the poling step.

For the electro-optic characterization the transmission spectrum of the sample

was recorded by means of a tunable laser source. At the same time the sample was

modulated using a lock–in amplifier and the wavelength dependent electro-optic

amplitude modulation was recorded. The measured spectrum after poling and the

corresponding lock in signal are given in figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.6: shows the measurement of a slotted photonic crystal cavity. (a)

has been measured using a broad band source and an optical spectrum analyzer.

(b) has been measured using a tunable laser source in order to increase the

resolution of the spectrum.

The electro-optic effect inside the slot leads to a change in refractive index

Δneo, which in turn leads to a shift in the cavity resonance wavelength by Δλ

given by

Δλ =
dλ

dn
Δneo (6.8)

where dλ
dn

determines the sensitivity of the resonator towards refractive index

changes inside the slot. For a 100 nm wide slot a sensitivity of 112 nm has been

calculated from eigenmode simulations of the photonic crystal waveguide. Pro-

vided that the electro-optically induced refractive index shift is sufficiently small

the resonance wavelength change of the the cavity is given by

dL(λ)

dλ
Δλ = −Lmax

8(λ− λ0)Γ
2

π(4(λ− λ0)2 + Γ2)2
Δλ. (6.9)

Equation 6.9 reaches its maximum value at λmod,max = λ0 ± Γ
2
√
3
. The wave-

length shift can be obtained from the following expression
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Figure 6.7: shows transmission spectra of a photonic crystal cavity before

and after the poling step.

dL(λ)

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λmod,max

Δλ

L(λ0)
= −Δλ

3
√
3

4Γ
(6.10)

Figure 6.8 shows the transmission spectrum and the measured modulation in

the poled cavity for a modulation amplitude of 5 V. Using equation 6.10 a resonance

frequency shift of 38 pm is obtained, which corresponds to a refractive index change

of 3.4 · 10−4. Using Pockels formula and equation 6.8 an electro-optic coefficient of

3.1 pm/V inside the slot is calculated for this sample. One possible explanation for

the very low electro-optic effect in the sample could be that the electrical contact

was interrupted during poling. However, as for slotted waveguides, the poling

current was too low to confirm this hypothesis.

6.3 Electro-Optic Modulation at GHz

Frequencies

In this section electro-optic modulation at GHz frequencies in a photonic crystal

waveguide will be demonstrated. The waveguide parameters are the same as in

the previous section, except for a slightly increased slot width of 150 nm.
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Figure 6.8: shows the transmission and electro-optic modulation signal of

photonic crystal cavity. Measured points are indicated by markers and the

solid lines have been obtained from a Lorentzian fit.

As for photonic crystal cavities the transmission spectrum can be shifted in

wavelength by an electro-optically induced refractive index change inside the slot.

In agreement with equation 6.9 the change in transmission ΔT due to the electro-

optic effect can be written as

ΔT =
dT

dλ

dλ

dn
Δn (6.11)

where T is an arbitrarily shaped transmission spectrum. It can be seen from

equation 6.11 that, like for cavities, the modulation is proportional to the slope

of the spectrum. As discussed in chapter 4 the transmission drops rapidly at the

waveguide mode cut off leading to a large slope in the transmission spectrum.

This means that the mode cut off can be used for electro-optic modulation like

the photonic crystal cavities shown before. Since the slot width for the photonic

crystals waveguides in this section is increased from 100 nm to 150 nm the refractive

index sensitivity inside the slot dλ
dn

is slightly increased to a value of 120 nm.

The silicon slab was p-doped by ion implantation of Boron to a concentration

of 1018/cm3 reducing the specific resistance to 0.03 Ωcm. The reduced resistance

is necessary to enable a charging time of the slot capacitance of 10 ps, permitting
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Figure 6.9: (a) shows the transmission spectrum of the photonic crystal

waveguide. The modulation wavelength is indicated by a dashed line. (b)

shows light microscope images of the photonic crystal waveguide and the RF

electrodes.

modulation speeds up to 100 GHz, as proposed in [119]. A 150 nm gold film was

deposited using electron beam evaporation. The electrical contact pads and radio

frequency feeding lines were structured through photolithography and potassium

iodide iodine etch. Light microscope images of the structured electrodes are given

in figure 6.9b.

After the electrodes had been structured the samples were infiltrated with

APC-CKL1 and baked as described for the slotted waveguide experiments. The

sample was poled with a maximum temperature of 145 ◦C while applying 20 volts

to the electrodes, resulting in a poling field in the slot of approximately 130 V/μm.

After reaching the maximum temperature the sample was rapidly cooled down to

room temperature.

The transmission properties of the devices were characterized using a broad-

band source of 1,525 to 1,605 nm optical bandwidth and an optical spectrum

analyzer. The transmission spectrum of a slotted PhC waveguide device is dis-

played in figure 6.9. The transmission edge of the defect mode is located near

1533 nm wavelength.
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Figure 6.10: shows the spectrum of the optical carrier, which has been mod-

ulated at 30 GHz.

The response to high frequency modulation was measured by monitoring the

side bands in the optical spectrum of a narrow band laser source. The laser, which

serves as optical carrier, is amplitude modulated with a sinusoidal signal and hence

the optical spectrum consists of a main peak for the carrier and two side peaks

equally spaced around the carrier. The spectral distance from side to main peak

is equal to the modulation frequency [145]. For the modulation experiment the

carrier was tuned to 1,533.2 nm wavelength, closely at the transition region from

optical pass band to stop band, where the slope of the transmission curve is steep.

The output signal was detected and spectrally scanned with high resolution around

the carrier wavelength using an optical spectrum analyzer. A measurement taken

for 30 GHz modulation frequency is given in figure 6.10.

Optical spectra have been recorded using modulation frequencies of 15, 20, 30,

and 40 GHz. For ease of interpretation the modulated carrier spectrum is plotted

versus frequency and the carrier has been relocated to the origin. The readings

are presented in figure 6.11. All traces show symmetric sidebands left and right

from the optical carrier. The frequency offset between the carrier and the side

bands matches with the modulation frequency. The experiment was repeated for

samples in which the polymer had not been poled. In this case no side bands were

observed, proving that the modulation is indeed due to the electro-optic response

of the polymer in the slot.
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Figure 6.11: shows the optical carrier, which has been modulated at (a) 15

and 20 GHz and (b) 30 and 40 GHz respectively.

At 15 and 20 GHz modulation frequency the radio frequency (RF) power de-

livered to the chip, including insertion losses from the cable and wafer probe, is

approximately 13 dBm. From numerical simulations the modulation voltage drop

at the slot corresponding to this input power is calculated to be 1.4 Vpp. From the

slope of the transmission spectrum at the carrier frequency, together with the side

band to carrier power ratio, a spectral shift of approximately 40 pm is obtained.

The drop in side band power with increasing frequency can be attributed to

the combined effect of reduced output power of the RF source as well as increased

insertion loss from the feeding cable and wafer probe, which is estimated to be 6

dB. Additionally, a shift in the transmission spectrum was observed, most likely

due to thermal drift, which decreased the slope of the transmission curve at the

probing wavelength. The combined effects lead to the observed drop in side band

power of approximately 10 dB.

The in-device Pockels coefficient can be calculated from the transmission spec-

trum using equation 6.11 and Pockels formula in equation 2.20. For the presented

device a Pockels coefficient of 12 pm/V is found for the electro-optic polymer inside

the slot.
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In summary, the experiments presented in this chapter show that careful opti-

mization of the poling process can significantly increase the in-device electro-optic

coefficient. Nevertheless, the obtained values for r33 are still several times lower

than those found in thin films on ITO coated glass substrates. Based on the theo-

retic analysis in chapter 5 photonic crystal cavities were fabricated, which showed a

sufficiently high quality factor for efficient electro-optic modulation. Electro-optic

amplitude modulation photonic crystal cavities and waveguides was demonstrated.

The measurements seem to indicate that partial chromophore decay is taking place

during the high field poling. However, a direct proof for this is difficult to obtain

due to the small geometry of the slotted waveguide.

In addition to the electro-optic experiments at kHz frequencies electro-optic

modulation up to 40 GHz has been demonstrated in slotted photonic crystal waveg-

uides. The modulation frequency was limited only by the available RF source and

power feeding scheme. A significant roll off in the modulation signal amplitude up

to this value was not observed, indicating that operation at even higher bandwidths

should be feasible.
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Chapter 7

Electrical and Nonlinear

Characterization of Polymer Thin

Films on Silicon Substrate

In this chapter the physical effects, which lead to current flow during

the poling step are analyzed in a thin film geometry. The electro-optic

coefficients of the thin films are determined using a modified Teng-Man

method, which allows to measure both electro-optic coefficients in a

single measurement. The results on the modified Teng-Man method in

section 7.1 and parts of the analysis on conduction mechanisms have

been published in [146] and [147] respectively

As described in chapter 6 the poor poling efficiency remains a major challenge

in hybrid silicon organic waveguide systems. In order to find ways to improve

the poling efficiency it is essential to understand the mechanisms that contribute

to the electrical current during poling. It has been noted that excessive current

flow during the poling process is detrimental for a high electro-optic coefficient

[63, 148].

The conduction mechanisms in electro-optic polymers during poling have been

studied by several groups. For a variety of electrode and polymer materials it was

88
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consistently found that current density for moderate poling fields scales exponen-

tially with the square root of the applied field [149, 150, 64]. For PMMA-DR1

Blum et al. were able to proof that this current voltage behavior is explained by

lowering of the charge injection barrier due to the Schottky effect [47].

For higher fields the current voltage characteristics deviate from the thermionic

emission behavior. Blum et al. found that for PMMA-DR1 on ITO coated glass

the current voltage behavior can be described by Fowler-Nordheim tunneling [47].

In the tunneling regime the current is exponentially dependent on the applied

electric field and thus increases significantly faster than in the thermionic emission

regime. Sprave et al. showed that once the current enters the tunneling regime

the probability for a dielectric breakdown event increases strongly, which limits

the maximum applicable poling field [149].

In contrast Huang et al. applied a combined model of thermionic emission

and space charge limited current for films from APC-CKL1 on ITO coated glass

substrates [64]. They argued that space charge limited current is detrimental to

the poling behavior because a space charge inside the polymer leads to electric

field screening and to a locally reduced poling efficiency.

Previous works have stressed the importance of the polymer electrode inter-

face for the obtained electro-optic coefficients [64, 151, 149]. However, silicon

electrodes have not been investigated yet. As pointed out in chapter 6 studying

the mechanisms of the current flow in slotted waveguides is challenging since the

area through which the current flows is very small. Also the complex geometry of a

slotted waveguide poses an experimental challenge. Effects from surface roughness

or field enhancements at edges cannot be easily taken into account.

In order to overcome these experimental challenges the current conduction and

the electro-optic coefficient in nonlinear polymers are studied in thin films on silicon

substrate. In contrast to slotted waveguides the preparation of polymer thin films

is simple and highly reproducible. Furthermore the low number of surface defects

on the silicon substrate is advantageous for identifying the physical principles,

which govern the poling current and limit the poling efficiency.
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using a modified Teng-Man experiment, which allows to obtain both electro-optic

coefficients in a single measurement.

7.1 Electro-Optic Characterization of Thin Films

on Silicon Substrate

Several methods are known to measure the electro-optic coefficients in thin films.

Attenuated total internal reflection using TE- and TM-polarizations is one of the

standard methods to measure both electro-optic coefficients. However, this method

only works if the substrate refractive index is lower than that of the electro-optic

film, which is unsuitable for silicon substrates [152]. Another way of assessing the

electro-optic coefficients is by interferometry. Both Mach-Zehnder and Michelson

interferometers have been used to measure the electro-optic coefficients [153, 154,

155] but multiple reflections inside the sample are not considered in the equations,

which is not valid for a highly reflective substrate such as silicon. Park et al. have

provided an analytic model to account for multiple reflections in interferometric

experiments, however the strong wavelength dependence due to multiple reflections

in the substrate remain an experimental challenge for silicon substrates [156].

Fabry-Perot resonators have also been presented for measuring the electro-

optic coefficients [157, 158, 159]. However, this method only works accurately if the

polymer layer is sufficiently thick to support at least one resonance. This drawback

could be overcome following the proposal of O’Brian et al. who are used the

bottom interface of the substrate as a second reflective interface for transmission

measurements [160].

The most widely used method to characterize electro-optic thin films is the

Teng-Man method [65]. It is an ellipsometric method, which works by monitoring

the electro-optic response as a function of varying input polarization. This method

has the drawback that only one electro-optic coefficient can be obtained while

the ratio between the two coefficients must be assumed. For poled electro-optical

polymers employing rod-like molecules and at lower poling field strengths this ratio

is close to three. The Teng-Man method is applied to low index contrast materials

The poled thin films on silicon substrate are characterized electro-optically

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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Figure 7.1: (a) shows a schematic of the experimental setup. (b) shows a

schematic of the sample including the relevant reflections and layer thicknesses.

The direction of the electric field for the corresponding polarization is given.

and does not take into account multiple reflections. Park et al. have shown how

to correct for errors due to multiple reflections in Teng-Man experiments [161].

In this section it is demonstrated how a Fabry-Perot resonator formed by a high

refractive index substrate can be used in a Teng-Man experiment to measure both

r33 and r13 without the necessity of an additional setup. In this case, a wavelength

scan is done to obtain these values. Compared to previous experiments on Fabry-

Perot resonators the presented approach works in reflection and does not require

semitransparent mirrors or auxiliary conductive layers. This simplifies the sample

preparation and increases the experimental reproducibility.

Figure 7.1a shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The largest part of

the setup is equivalent to the original setup proposed by Teng and Man [65]. In

addition to the original setup a beam size converter was placed between the Soleil

Babinet compensator and the sample to reduce diameter of the beam to 0.5 mm.

As light source an Agilent 8164 A tunable laser source was used. All experiments

have been carried out at an incident angle of 45◦ to the sample normal.

Figure 7.1b shows a schematic of the sample including points of reflection

and layer thicknesses. The given multilayer structure of the sample was analyzed

following the approach of Park et al. [161]. Assuming that the incident light on
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the sample can be approximated by a plane wave the reflection coefficient ri at

each layer i can be written as Airy function with

ri =
ri−1,i + ri,i+1e

2jβidi

1 + ri−1,iri,i+1e2jβidi
(7.1)

where ri−1,i is Fresnel reflection coefficients between layer i-1 and i, ri,i+1 is the

reflection coefficient between layer i and i+1, di is the thickness of the layer and

βi is the normal wave number given by

βi = k0nicos(Θi) (7.2)

where k0, n and Θi are the propagation constant of the wave in air, the refractive

index and the incidence angle of light in the layer respectively. For the experiments

presented in this chapter three layers are to be taken into account: The silicon

substrate, the polymer thin film and the gold layer. The gold layer is assumed to

be sufficiently thick such that no multiple reflections occur inside the gold film.

From these assumptions the following expression is obtained:

r =
rair,si +

rpoly,si+rpoly,aue
2jβpolydpoly

1+rpoly,sirpoly,aue
2jβpolydpoly

e2jβsidsi

1 + rair,si
rpoly,si+rpoly,aue

2jβpolydpoly

1+rpoly,sirpoly,aue
2jβpolydpoly

e2jβsidsi

(7.3)

with rair,si, rsi,poly and rpoly,au represent the reflection coefficients at the air-

silicon interface, the silicon polymer interface and the polymer gold interface re-

spectively as depicted in figure 7.1b. Each reflection coefficient in equation 7.3 is

polarization dependent given by the Fresnel equations. As the absorption losses in

the sample are small the magnitude of r is close to unity. The phase of r however,

is strongly wavelength and polarization dependent.

By poling the polymer film the chromophore molecules are oriented normal

to the substrate plane. If afterwards a modulating electric field is applied to the

poled polymer film a change of the refractive index is induced into the film. The

refractive index change parallel and normal to the modulating field Δn0 and Δne

are given by the Pockels formula introduced in section 2.2.2. In order to apply the

Pockels formula it is necessary to know the ordinary and extraordinary refractive

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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index of the polymer after poling. Values for the poling induced birefringence for

APC-CKL1 are not reported. However, for other guest-host systems poled at 100

V/μm poling field a poling induced birefringence of 2 · 10−2 has been found [154].

Neglecting the birefringence in this case would lead to errors in the calculated

electro-optic coefficients below 5 %. Therefore in the experimental part of this

section poling induced birefringence is neglected and the bulk refractive index of

1.63 is used for both polarizations. Nevertheless, if the birefringence is known,

the effects of birefringence can be taken into account by calculating ni for the

p-polarization by means of the extraordinary and ordinary indices of the uniaxial

poled polymer medium. The refractive indices of silicon and gold have been set to

3.5 and 0.44+9.1j respectively with j as the complex unit [162, 163].

From figure 7.1 it can be seen that the s-polarization is only affected by Δn0

while the p-polarization is affected by both by Δn0 and Δne. The change in the

refractive index translates into a change in reflection phase of rs and rp.

The Teng-Man experiment allows measuring the difference of these electro-

optically induced phase shifts in s-and the p-polarization. As described in Park et

al. the electro-optic phase shift scales with the derivative of the reflection phase Ψ

with respect to the polymer refractive index [161]. Figure 7.2 shows δΨ
δn

for s-and

p-polarization. Figure 7.2 shows that the electro-optic phase shift has a strong

wavelength dependence, which originates from Fabry-Perot resonances inside the

silicon substrate. It can also be seen that the finesse of the resonator is higher

in s-polarization since the reflectivity of the substrate is larger than for the p-

polarization. Simulations show that due to this fact both electro-optic coefficients

can still be measured for film thicknesses below 150 nm. This is an important

aspect since the slot widths in silicon waveguides are usually between 100 nm

and 200 nm wide. It should be noted that instead of varying the wavelength it

would also be possible to vary the angle of incidence. Experimentally however it

is advantageous to vary the wavelength in order to avoid unnecessary alignment

after each step.

In order to demonstrate this method thin films of APC-CKL1 were fabricated.

The polymer blend has been dissolved in cyclopentanone with 8% wt. concentra-
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Figure 7.2: shows the simulated derivative of the reflection phase Ψ towards

refractive index changes in the polymer layer for both s- and p-polarization.

The polymer film thickness in this case was assumed to be 780 nm.

tion. The solution has been spin coated at 2,000 rpm on a double polished n-doped

wafer of 500 μm thickness and 10 Ωcm conductivity. The measured film thickness

was between 760 and 820 nm for all samples. Afterwards the samples were baked

and gold pads of 100 nm thickness were thermally evaporated onto the sample.

After measuring the film thickness the samples were poled at different field

strengths. For the poling procedure an electric field was applied between the silicon

substrate and the gold pad. The samples were heated to a final temperature of

145 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min. The samples remained at the final temperature

for 60 seconds and were cooled down immediately afterwards. The field remained

applied during the whole temperature ramp. The poling procedure was carried

out in nitrogen atmosphere.

After poling the samples were placed into the Teng-Man setup and measured.

Figure 7.3a shows the photodiode signal as well as the electro-optic modulation

signal. The modulation signal was recorded at a frequency of 1 kHz. No change in

the modulation amplitude was observed between 100 Hz and 10 kHz indicating that

there is no significant voltage drop over the silicon substrate at the modulation

frequency of 1 kHz. The sample was modulated with an electric signal of 5 V

amplitude and had a polymer thickness of 815 nm. On the horizontal axis the

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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Figure 7.3: Shows the measurements obtained from a sample poled with an

electric field of 61 V/m. The measured points are indicated by markers. Fitted

functions are indicated by bold lines. In figure (a) the reading of the photodiode

and the modulations signal from the lock in amplifier at 1,352.72 nm wavelength

are given. Figure (b) shows the difference in electro-optic phase shift between

s and p polarization as a function of wavelength.

step size of the Soleil Babinet compensator, which defines the state of polarization

of the incident light. On the vertical axis the reflected intensity as expressed as

photodiode output voltage Vmm and the electro-optic modulation signal VLK are

given. The electro-optically induced phase shift between s-and p-polarization can

be obtained by

δΨsp = Imag(
ṼLK

Ṽmm

) (7.4)

where ṼLK and Ṽmm are the complex phasors of the harmonic functions Vmm

and VLK . Figure 7.3b shows the phase shift δΨsp obtained for this sample at

different wavelengths. The sharp peak towards positive phase shifts corresponds

to a resonance inside the substrate in s-polarization. The dips towards negative

phase shifts correspond to a resonance in p-polarization. The resonance in p-

polarization is much broader since the reflection at the substrate interfaces is lower

for the p-polarization.
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Figure 7.4: (a) shows the 20/80 beam width of the probing laser. Measured

points and the fit function are depicted as diamonds and green line respectively.

The sample resides at x=0. (b) shows divergence angle of the beam calculated

from the fit in (a).

It was found that compared to the ideal model the experimentally obtained

spectral features are slightly smoothed out. Possible reasons for this are the beam

divergence of the probing laser and the line width of the laser. In order to determine

the beam divergence a knife edge measurement was performed in the setup. Figure

7.4 shows the obtained beam profile and the corresponding divergence angle of

the beam. From this measurement a beam divergence of 0.003◦ was found. A

detailed description of the knife edge measurement can be found in appendix A.

The beam divergence found in the knife edge measurement is about a factor of ten

too small to account for the smoothing observed in the electro-optic measurements.

Measurements of the laser line width show that the line width is also too small to

explain the smoothing.

Since source incoherence and beam divergence can be ruled out as explana-

tions for the smoothing of the measurements the broadening is attributed to an

inhomogeneous polymer film thickness. The thickness of each sample has been

measured at ten different positions around the gold pad using a Dektak surface

profilometer. From these measurements the mean thickness dpoly and thickness

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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variance σ are estimated. A Gaussian thickness variation is incorporated in the

model by simulating the electro-optic response of the multistack for several closely

spaced thicknesses that are weighted by a Gaussian function and integrated. The

smoothed electro-optic response is therefore given by

¯δΨsp(λ) =
Δdpoly

σ
√
2π

N∑
i=−N

δΨsp(λ, dpoly + iΔdpoly)e
(iΔdpoly)

2

2σ2 (7.5)

where Δdpoly was chosen to be 1 nm, well below σ and N was chosen to be

round(2/Δd).

The electro-optic coefficients are obtained from the model in a sequential fitting

procedure of the s- and p-peaks in the electro-optic phase shift. As the substrate

represents a Fabry-Perot resonator of high order the matching of the absolute peak

wavelengths with the model would require very precise knowledge of the incidence

angle and the substrate thickness. However, absolute wavelength matching is not

required in order to calculate the electro-optic coefficients. Figure 7.3b shows that

the shape of the electro-optic phase shift is nearly periodic with the free spectral

range. Thus small changes in the substrate thickness have negligible impact on the

peak shape. Therefore offsets in the peak positions between simulation and exper-

iment have been accounted for by introducing a small correction of the substrate

thickness in the analytic model.

The mean film thickness is kept constant during the fitting. The thickness vari-

ance is set to the value estimated from the thickness measurements. Furthermore

the ratio of r33 and r13 is assumed to be three leaving only r33 as free parameter

for the first fitting step. Next the r33 is set such that the average electro-optic

phase shift in the model and in the experiment are the same. The average phase

shift is calculated by taking the mean value of the phase shift δΨsp for one free

spectral range of the Fabry-Perot resonator.

Using these values as a starting point for the fit the width of the peaks can

be adjusted by changing the thickness variance in the model. Finally the height

of the peaks for s- and p-polarization is fit by adjusting the values for r33 and r13

manually while keeping the average phase shift constant. Following this procedure

a close to optimal fit of the data in figure 7.3b is found for a Gaussian distribution
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Figure 7.5: shows the measured electro-optic coefficients for samples poled

at different electric fields. Both r33 and r13 scale approximately linear with

the applied poling field. The ratio between the two line slopes is 3.0, which

agrees well with the value of 3 predicted for a poled film with weak chromophore

alignment.

of film thicknesses with a sigma of 27 nm, which is close to the estimated sigma

of 24 nm obtained from the thickness measurements. For comparison a trace of a

perfectly flat polymer film is depicted by a dashed line. For this sample we obtain

values of 9.6 pm/V and 2.6 pm/V for the r33 and r13 coefficient respectively.

Several samples that had been poled with different field strengths have been

measured. The electro-optic coefficients are fit individually for the thicknesses

dpoly−σ, dpoly and dpoly+σ. The uncertainty in the film thickness acts both on the

applied poling and modulation field as well as on the fitted value for the electro-

optic coefficients, which is reflected in the error bars in both horizontal and vertical

direction. The obtained values for r33 and r13 as a function of the poling field are

given in figure 7.5. It can be seen that both r33 and r13 are linearly dependent

on the applied poling field. However, the achieved electro-optical coefficients are

six times lower than thin films of comparable thickness on ITO substrates. These

values are comparable to those found in slotted silicon waveguides. The ratio

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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between r33 and r13 obtained from the fit is 3.0, which is close to the value of

3 predicted from the free gas model [45]. However, the uncertainty of the film

thickness limits the accuracy of the experimentally found ratio between r33 and

r13. More samples would thus be required in order to find possible deviations from

the free gas model.

7.2 High Field Poling of Thin Polymer Films of

APC-CKL1

The low electro-optic coefficients obtained in thin films on silicon substrate in-

dicate that the geometric constraints present in slotted waveguides cannot fully

explain the low in-device electro-optic coefficients. It is therefore manifest that the

electronic properties of the silicon substrate play a key role for the high field poling

process of electro-optic polymers. In this section the conduction mechanisms in

thin films of APC-CKL1 during high field poling are investigated. The results are

complemented by measurements of the electro-optic coefficients and the interplay

between current conduction during poling, electronic properties of the substrate

and the obtained electro-optic coefficients is discussed.

7.2.1 Conduction Mechanisms in Thin Films of APC-CKL1

It has been shown earlier by Sprave et al. that the current conduction during high

field poling has big impact on the attainable electro-optic coefficients [149]. Based

on current-voltage measurements they were able to identify the physical effects

that govern the charge transport during high field poling and develop methods to

enhance the electro-optic coefficients. In order to compare the current conduction

mechanisms during high field poling on silicon substrate and ITO coated glass

substrates the approach used by Huang and Sprave was followed [149, 64]. Thin

films polymer films of 800 nm thickness of have been spin coated on double pol-

ished silicon substrates and ITO coated glass substrates. Two different types of

silicon substrate were used: Untreated silicon substrate and silicon coated with a
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Figure 7.6: shows current-voltage curves of 800 nm thin films of APC-CKL1

on different substrates at a temperature of 140 ◦C. The substrates are biased

positively.

5 nm layer of aluminum oxide. The silicon substrates had the same dopant and

doping level as those used in the preceding section.The aluminium oxide was de-

posited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) [164]. The reaction cycle involved

two steps using trimethylaluminium and water as precursors. 45 deposition cycles

were carried out at a deposition temperature of 200 ◦C. After the polymer depo-

sition the samples have been baked and gold electrodes of 100 nm thickness have

been thermally evaporated on the polymer film.

Figure 7.6 shows the current-voltage relation of APC-CKL1 thin films on dif-

ferent substrates in the Schottky representation. The raw data from figure 7.6

has been provided by M.Sc. Marvin Schulz and is used with his permission. The

samples were measured at a temperature of 140 ◦C, close to the glass transition

temperature of the polymer. Previous works have shown that the current con-

duction is mainly determined by the hole injecting interface [165]. Therefore the

silicon and ITO substrates are biased positively. Two different regimes for current

conduction can be identified. For low applied fields the current density can be

written as

j ∝ ec
√
E (7.6)

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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where c is a constant defining the slope in the Schottky plot. For larger fields

the current enters a different regime in which the current obeys a power law with

j ∝ Eγ (7.7)

and γ < 1. The resulting current-voltage relation in this regime is sub-ohmic.

In the following this regime will be called the saturated current regime. A sub-

ohmic dependence between current and voltage has been shown experimentally

for several different dielectric and electrode combination [166, 167, 168]. Often

this type of current conduction is described like a reverse biased pn or metal–

semiconductor junction. The current then follows the Shockley equation with

j(V ) = j0(e
(V/kT ) − 1) (7.8)

where V is the voltage applied to the junction and j0 is the saturation current

density [169]. k and T are Boltzmann’s constant and the absolute temperature

in K respectively. For negative values of V the junction is biased in reverse di-

rection. For a large negative bias the current converges towards the saturation

current density. The value of the saturation current density depends on the ana-

lytic model used to describe the junction. In the thermionic emission model the

saturation current density is field independent [170]. In the diffusion model the

current density is weakly field dependent with γ = 0.5 [171]. Both models predict

that the saturation current density scales exponentially with the potential barrier

for charge carriers presented by the junction such that

j0 ∝ e−
Φ
kT (7.9)

with Φ as the potential barrier.

The finding of a sub-ohmic current regime refutes the proposed model Huang

et al. who have measured current-voltage curves of APC-CKL1 thin films on

ITO coated glass substrates. Their model predicts a transition into space charge

limited current in which γ would assume a value of two or larger [64, 172]. However,

current-voltage curves, which support their claim have not been provided.
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The exponential current-voltage behavior in polymers observed at low fields

has been reported by several groups [64, 173, 47]. It is often explained by the

Schottky effect. The Schottky effect describes the lowering of the potential barrier

Φ by image charges that accumulate on both sides of the junction. In the model

presented in equation 7.8 can be extended in order to include the the Schottky

effect. The modified current density is given by

j(E) = j0(e
(V/kT ) − 1)e

βs
√

E
kT . (7.10)

βs is the Schottky coefficient given by
√

q/(4πε0εr) where q and ε0 are the unit

charge and the vacuum permittivity [174]. εr and E are the relative permittivity of

the semiconductor and the externally applied electric field respectively. For large

negative values of V equation 7.8 takes the simple form of j(E) = j0e
βs

√
E

kT , which

matches the current-voltage curves in figure 7.6.

Alternatively the exponential current-voltage relation at low fields can be ex-

plained by Poole-Frenkel emission. In this model it is assumed that charge carriers

move through an insulator by hopping from one trap state to the next. The charge

carriers are thermally excited and the electric field lowers the potential barrier be-

tween adjacent hopping sites. The current for Poole-Frenkel emission is given by

j(E) ∝ Ee−
qΨ
kT e

βpf
√

E

kT (7.11)

where βpf =
√
q/(πε0εr) is the Poole-Frenkel coefficient. Ψ is the depth of

the trap potential [175, 176]. Both conduction mechanisms are exponentially de-

pendent on the square root of the electric field E. For sufficiently large electric

fields the multiplication with the electric field in the case of Poole-Frenkel emission

does not lead to considerable deviations from the straight line in the Schottky plot

[177]. It should be emphasized that Poole-Frenkel emission is only determined by

the bulk properties of the polymer while barrier lowering due to the Schottky effect

is a process that is influenced by the electronic properties of the electrode. Pre-

vious publications have shown that Poole-Frenkel emission is the limiting factor

for the current density in polycarbonate for wide range of applied electric fields

[178, 179].

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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As Poole-Frenkel emission and barrier lowering due to the Schottky effect lead

to similar current-voltage dependencies a differentiation of those two mechanisms

is challenging. However, assuming that for the low field regime the current-voltage

behavior is dominated by the Schottky effect means that the Schottky effect is only

present until a certain applied field. This is not consistent with the established

models. Assuming Poole-Frenkel emission on the other hand would mean that for

low applied field the current is bulk limited and enters an interface limited regime

once the Poole-Frenkel emission surpasses the saturation current.

A transition from bulk limited current to a saturated current regime has been

reported before by Mazur [180]. He studied the current-voltage dependence and

space charge distribution in PMMA using nickel electrodes. For small electric

fields he found bulk limited current. For higher fields the current showed a square

root dependence, which matches with the diffusion model for a reverse biased pn

junction. The measured space charge distribution supports the model of a junction

in reverse direction given by the Shockley equation.

Further evidence for Poole-Frenkel emission at low fields can be found by cal-

culating the values of β from figure 7.6. The values for β are 5.77 · 10−5 eV
√

m
V

, 5.48 · 10−5 eV
√

m
V

and 4.63 · 10−5 eV
√

m
V

for ITO coated glass, silicon and alu-

minum oxide coated silicon respectively. Dielectric measurements of thin films

showed a static permittivity of 3.8. The corresponding values for βpf and βs are

3.89 · 10−5 eV
√

m
V

and 1.94 · 10−5 eV
√

m
V

respectively. Taking the average value

of β for all substrate types the deviation from the theoretic value of βpf is only

26 %. Based on the given analysis a transition from bulk limited Poole-Frenkel

emission to interface limited saturation is the likeliest explanation for the observed

current-voltage characteristic.

7.2.2 Interrelation between Electronic Substrate

Properties and the Electro-Optic Coefficient

Having established a qualitative model of the different current regimes it is possible

to analyze how the electronic properties of the substrate influence the current

region conduction. For PMMA Mazur found a strong space negative space charge
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in the vicinity of the positively biased electrode [180]. This space charge leads to

a field enhancement close to the interface and to a screening of the electric field

inside the polymer. The electric field at the interface can be several times larger

than in the polymer bulk. It can thus be said that the voltage applied to the

sample during poling is divided between a narrow space charge region close to the

interface and the polymer bulk.

It has been noted before that an inhomogeneous field distribution inside the

polymer film is detrimental for the attainable electro-optic coefficient [64]. In order

to obtain high electro-optic coefficients the electronic properties of the hole inject-

ing electrode should be chosen such that space charges are avoided. A qualitative

judgment on how well space charges are avoided can obtained by comparing the

saturation current densities. Two extreme cases can be considered: For a very

low value of the saturation current density the current would be in the saturated

regime irrespectively of the applied field. In this case the polymer bulk would be

almost field free and the applied voltage would drop only over the space charge

region close to the interface. In the case of a large saturation current density the

interface has a low resistivity and no significant voltage drop over the interface

is expected. As the local electric field and the space charge density are linked

by Poisson’s equation this also means that no significant space charges are to be

expected in this case. It can therefore be concluded that a low saturation current

density is indicative for strong space charges inside the polymer during poling.

The measurement of the saturation current therefore provides a simple method in

order to compare the amount of space charge during poling for different types of

substrates.

Even though the presented model allows to assess the amount of space charge

created by a given electrode based on current-voltage measurements it does not

explain how the space charge formation is linked to the electronic properties of the

interface or how it can be avoided. In the case of ITO coated glass substrates the

interface can be modeled by a metal-semiconductor junction taking the HOMO

and LUMO levels of the polymer instead of conduction and valence band of the

semiconductor. Neglecting interface states the saturation current is determined by

the metal work function of ITO, which defines the hole barrier Φ [165].

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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Sailor et al. have shown that also silicon-organic junctions can be modeled by

established semiconductor methods if the metal contact is replaced by silicon and

the polymer is taking the place of the semiconductor [181]. However, intermediate

layers such as the native oxide or additional coatings need to be taken into account

carefully.

Green et al. have shown that the saturation current density in metal-insulator-

semiconductor (MIS) diodes is determined by the potential barriers for electrons

and holes presented by the insulator [174, 182]. The insulator thicknesses consid-

ered in their work was between one and three nanometers, which is similar to the

thickness of the native silicon oxide [183, 182]. For such thin insulators the tunnel-

ing current through the insulators is the dominant charge transport mechanism.

In their studies Green et al. found that a low saturation current density is

obtained if the barrier for minority carriers in the semiconductor is significantly

lower than for majority carriers. In this case the charge transport is dominated

by tunneling of minority carriers from the semiconductor to the metal. Under

these conditions the semiconductor is inverted close to the metal interface and a

strong space charge is formed. For lower majority carrier barriers the current is

dominated by tunneling of majority carriers from the metal to the semiconductor.

In this case the semiconductor is weakly accumulating. An inversion close to the

interface is only observed for large negative bias. The saturation current density

in the case of a majority carrier dominated current can be orders of magnitude

larger than for minority carrier dominated current. A schematic for both cases is

shown in figure 7.7.

Green’s results indicate that in order to avoid space charge formation in APC-

CKL1 on silicon substrate the interface barriers need to be altered such that the

current through the interface is dominated by injection of holes from the silicon into

the polymer. It has been confirmed experimentally that an interface modification

by a thin insulating layer can alter the interface barriers and thereby increase the

saturation current by several orders of magnitude [184, 185]. It is important to

note that besides the bulk properties of the insulator interfacial charges can have
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Figure 7.7: shows schematic band diagrams for a MIS structure for (a) a

high majority carrier barrier and (b) low majority carrier barrier.The insulator

is depicted by a gray shade. Plus and minus signs indicate the respective space

charges in the semiconductor. Φm denotes the potential barrier for majority

carriers.

a strong influence on the barrier height. Barrier height changes of up to 0.5 eV

due to surface charge effects have been reported [186].

In order to test if the concept of interface modification can be transferred

to silicon-polymer junctions amorphous aluminum oxide was chosen as interface

modifier. Thin layers of alumina had been previously used as interface modifiers

in order to increase the saturation current [184]. The reported LUMO level of

amorphous aluminum oxide is close that of the native oxide leading to an increase

of the tunneling resistance for electrons [174, 187]. The reported HOMO level

of amorphous aluminum oxide is 0.4 eV above the silicon valence band and the

reported HOMO of the polymer [165]. Hence, the influence on the hole tunneling

current is assumed to be weak.

Comparing the current-voltage measurements on untreated silicon substrate

and silicon substrate coated with 5 nm aluminum oxide two observations can be

made. First, the current-voltage curve is shifted towards higher electric fields.

This observation is in line with the work from Dogish and Ho who pointed out

that for MIS structures the potential drop over the insulator is strongly depending

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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Figure 7.8: shows the measured electro-optic coefficient r33 for aluminum

oxide coated silicon as a function of the applied electric field.

on the insulator thickness. For thick insulating layers a significant potential drop

over the insulator can be expected, while for thinner layer the potential drop is

mainly taking place in the space charge region [188]. More importantly however,

the saturation current density is increased from about 2 A/m2 for untreated silicon

to 6 A/m2 for aluminum oxide coated silicon.

The current-voltage measurements are complemented by measurements of the

electro-optic coefficients on aluminum oxide coated silicon samples. The coeffi-

cients have been measured using the modified Teng-Man method introduced in

the previous section. The obtained values of r33 can be found in figure 7.8. A

good way to compare different substrates in terms of their poling efficiency is to

consider a constant current density. Depending on the electronic properties of

the electrode interface a given current density will imprint a characteristic space

charge distribution on the polymer film. Comparing the current density instead of

the externally applied electric field is advantageous because potential drops over

additional insulating layers and the resulting shift of the current-voltage curve are

automatically taken into account. This way the experimental challenge of measur-

ing the electronic properties of the interface modifications is avoided.

Figure 7.9 shows the obtained electro-optic coefficients for the three investi-

gated substrate types as a function of the current density. The values on the x-
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Figure 7.9: shows the measured electro-optic coefficient r33 as a function of

the poling current for different substrates. Measured points are indicated by

markers.

axis are obtained by looking up the corresponding current densities for the applied

poling fields in figure 7.6. The fitted curves correspond to a linear dependence be-

tween r33 and the poling field. The measurements show that highest electro-optic

coefficients were obtained for samples with ITO electrodes, followed by aluminum

oxide coated silicon substrate and uncoated silicon. At current densities of 5 ·10−1

A/m2 all substrates are still in the Poole-Frenkel regime, however the measured

electro-optic coefficients show the influence of the space charges. The electro-optic

coefficient for plain silicon substrate is 14 pm/V while for alumina uncoated silicon

a value of 62 pm/V was obtained, an improvement by more than a factor of four.

The r33 coefficient for alumina coated silicon is 20 % lower than on ITO coated

glass substrates for the same current density. The electro-optic measurements con-

firm the expected correlation between the saturation current and the attainable

electro-optic coefficient.

In summary it was shown that the low electro-optic coefficients found in sili-

con slotted waveguides are also found in polymer thin films on silicon substrate.

In contrast to Teng-Man measurements of thin films on glass substrates, silicon

substrates allow to measure both electro-optic coefficients independently by tak-

ing advantage of strong multiple reflections at the interfaces. The measurements

7. Electrical and Nonlinear Characterization of Polymer Thin Films
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showed a ratio of three between the r33 and r13 coefficient as predicted by the free

gas model.

In order to identify possible reasons for the low electro-optic coefficients on

silicon substrate current-voltage measurements were performed on thin films of

APC-CKL1 for ITO coated glass substrates and silicon substrate. The measure-

ments revealed a distinctive saturation of the current density at high electric fields.

The saturation was observed for all samples but it was particularly pronounced

for silicon substrates. The current-voltage measurements were explained by bulk

limited Poole-Frenkel emission for low fields. For high fields the current enters an

interface limited regime and can be modeled like a reverse biased pn junction.

The presented model predicts the formation of a space charge region and a

strong concentration of the electric field close to the hole injecting interface. It

was shown that a saturation of the current at low current densities is indicative for

a strong space charge and an inhomogeneous field distribution inside the polymer

film. Therefore the space charges formed inside the polymer films during poling

are expected to be more pronounced on silicon substrate, which would explain

the low electro-optic coefficients compared to ITO coated glass substrates. It was

also shown that an interface modification of the silicon surface by a thin layer of

aluminum oxide increases the saturation current. Measurements of the electro-

optic coefficient confirmed the correlation of a high saturation current and a high

electro-optic coefficient.

The fact that the electro-optic coefficients on ITO substrate are higher as for

the alumina coated silicon substrate indicates that aluminum oxide might not be an

optimum choice as interface modifier. A systematic study is necessary in order to

find more effective interface modifiers, which yield higher electro-optic coefficients.

The correlation between the saturation current and space charge formation allows

to evaluate interface modifications based on simple current-voltage measurements.

The electro-optic measurements, which are more time consuming can then be

conducted for a small number of modifications with the highest saturation current

densities.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Outlook

8.1 Conclusion

This thesis is motivated by the increasing need of electro-optic modulators with

large electrical bandwidth and low modulation amplitude. The beneficial combi-

nation of high refractive index silicon and electro-optic polymers for this purpose

has been highlighted before in several publications. The high refractive index of

silicon allows to create waveguides with strong confinement and the formation

of resonators with high quality factors. By introducing slots into waveguides or

resonators light can be concentrated in a low refractive index polymer cladding.

Additionally the small slots allow to apply strong electric fields to the polymer

using moderate voltages, which reduces the energy consumption of the modulator.

It has been shown before that the major requirements for next generation

electro-optic modulators such as high electrical bandwidth, low modulation ampli-

tude and small geometrical footprint can be met using polymer infiltrated photonic

crystal cavities. Nevertheless, up to now these structures are not used in commer-

cial products. This thesis is aimed at the resolution of challenges, which so far have

averted the use of hybrid silicon-polymer resonators as electro-optic modulators

and filters, namely:

• Fabrication induced random geometry fluctuations

110
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• Low quality factor

• Low in device electro-optic coefficients

The compensation of random geometry fluctuations is one of the major issues

for resonant filters and modulators. Precise placement of the optical resonance for

WDM applications require fabrication accuracies, which are in the order of one

atom. In chapter 3 it is shown that electron-beam or UV bleaching of a dye doped

polymer cladding can be used to compensate such geometry fluctuations. In silicon

ring resonators wavelength offsets of up to 4.3 and 16.4 nm can be compensated by

bleaching for TE and TM polarization respectively. The resonators can be adjusted

in wavelength with a resolution of 12 pm corresponding to a frequency shift of 1.5

GHz. The main advantages of the bleaching approach are temperature stability,

compatibility with UV lithographic equipment and high wavelength resolution.

Since bleaching can be applied in a spatially resolved way, local modifications

of silicon waveguide structures are possible. This is particularly interesting for

photonic crystal waveguides, which have a strong frequency dependence. In chap-

ter 4 it was shown that spatially resolved bleaching of photonic crystal waveguides

can be used to create configurable optical components such as tunable edge filters,

and resonators by effectively reducing the local lattice constant of the photonic

crystal. The effective local lattice constant can be defined with resolution of 7.6

pm, which is a factor of 70 smaller than the silicon lattice constant. In order to

demonstrate the versatility of the bleaching process a photonic crystal resonator

with an intrinsic quality factor of 2.6 ·105 was defined in a previously non-resonant

photonic crystal waveguide.

The quality factors of bleached cavities presented in chapter 4 are sufficient to

create energy efficient electro-optical modulators. However, in order to explain the

the underlying mechanisms that determine the quality factor of photonic crystal

resonators a more in-depth analysis was provided in chapter 5. One particular fea-

ture for polymer infiltrated photonic crystal resonators is the vertical asymmetry

of the cladding refractive index. It was shown that this asymmetry leads to un-

desired coupling of the resonant mode to a quasi TM mode, which is not confined
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to the cavity. It was also shown that this coupling is the dominant loss factor in

vertically asymmetric photonic crystal cavities.

In order to increase the quality factor several approaches were discussed. It

was shown that for a proper choice of geometrical parameters resonators with a

single step defect can yield acceptable quality factors for electro-optic modulation.

If higher quality factors are desired, graded defects can be employed. A proce-

dure was provided in order to synthesize multistep photonic crystal cavities, which

exhibit a defined field envelope. Field envelopes with a narrow k-vector distribu-

tion such as Gaussian envelopes significantly reduce the vertical radiation and the

coupling to quasi TM modes. Though the Gaussian function is generally a good

choice as field envelope it does not necessarily yield optimal quality factors in cases

where a very narrow k-vector spectrum is required. In these cases raised cosine

shaped field envelopes lead to significantly higher quality factors. Enhancements

of the quality factor by a factor of 63 have been obtained analytically comparing

cavities with raised cosine and Gaussian field envelopes of identical effective mode

volume. In numeric simulations a maximum enhancement of the quality factor by

a factor of 30 has been found.

Chapter 6 provides experimental methods and results for electro-optically tun-

able silicon waveguides. The poling field and the poling temperature were opti-

mized in order to increase the in-device electro-optic effect. A maximum electro-

optic coefficient of 25 pm/V was obtained in a 100 nm slot, which is roughly a factor

of two larger than the reported electro-optic coefficients for comparable geometries.

Electro-optic amplitude modulation has been realized in a photonic crystal cavity

of quality factor 3,300. Furthermore high frequency electro-optic modulation has

been demonstrated with modulation frequencies up to 40 GHz. No significant roll

off has been observed, which confirms the large electrical bandwidth of this type

of modulator.

Despite the significant improvement of the in-device electro-optic coefficient

due to the optimization of the poling process this study did not provide insight

why the in-device electro-optic coefficients deviate so strongly from the coefficients

measured in thin films on ITO coated glass substrates. In order to investigate this

8. Conclusion and Outlook
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aspect thin polymer films on silicon substrates have been studied. These films have

been poled and electro-optically characterized by the Teng-Man method. One re-

markable property of high refractive index substrates like silicon is the fact that it

is possible to measure both electro-optic coefficients in a single measurement. The

electro-optic coefficents found in this experiment are similar to the values found

in slotted waveguides. It was therefore evident that the low electro-optic coeffi-

cients in APC-CKL1 poled with silicon electrodes must be linked to the electronic

properties of silicon.

In order to identify the physical mechanisms that govern the current conduc-

tion during poling current-voltage curves have been measured for silicon and ITO

coated glass substrates. Unlike previously reported results for other electro-optic

polymers thin films of APC-CKL1 show a distinctive current saturation for high

applied fields. The saturation has been observed both for ITO coated glass sub-

strate and silicon substrate. Based on the provided model the saturation of the

poling current is found to be indicative for the formation of a space charge region

close to the positively biased electrode. The space charge region leads to an inho-

mogeneous electric field distribution inside the polymer film, which is detrimental

for obtaining high electro-optic coefficients. The provided current-voltage mea-

surements show that the current saturation is particularly pronounced for silicon

substrates. The presented results show that the saturation current density and the

electro-optic coefficients are correlated. An increase of the saturation current by

a factor of three could be achieved by modifying the silicon interface with a thin

layer of Al2O3. The measured electro-optic coefficient on aluminum oxide coated

silicon was a factor of four higher compared to a treated silicon substrate poled

with the same current density.

In summary it can be said that the challenge of fabrication induced fluctua-

tions in silicon resonators can be treated effectively using the presented bleaching

approach. The mechanisms, which govern the quality factor in polymer infiltrated

photonic crystal resonators have been analyzed and structures with sufficient qual-

ity factor have been fabricated. Electro-optic modulation in polymer infiltrated

photonic crystals was demonstrated experimentally. Furthermore, electro-optic
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and current-voltage measurements in thin films on silicon and ITO coated glass

substrate have been performed. Based on the experimental evidence it is suspected

that the low electro-optic coefficients on silicon substrate and in silicon waveguides

are a result of detrimental space charges formed during poling. It was shown for

thin films on silicon substrate that a 5 nm coating of aluminum oxide helps to avoid

detrimental space charges and leads to four times larger electro-optic coefficients

compared to untreated silicon substrates.

8.2 Outlook

The numeric and experimental data provided in this thesis show that both the

challenges of random process fluctuations and the fabrication of silicon photonic

crystal cavities with sufficient quality factor are manageable. This holds in partic-

ular for professional facilities with specialized equipment.

A problem, which could not be resolved entirely within the scope of this thesis is

the low poling efficiency in silicon waveguides and in thin films on silicon substrate.

Strong evidence was presented that the low poling efficiency for silicon electrodes

is related to the formation of a detrimental space charge during poling but more

experiments are necessary to obtain a quantified model of the silicon-polymer

interface and its electrical properties. In particular a thickness dependent study

of the electro-optic coefficient and current-voltage behavior would be valuable in

this respect.

The firm understanding of the electronic properties of the silicon–polymer in-

terface could be the basis for future research projects in which tailored interface

modifications are studied to improve the electro-optic coefficient in silicon slotted

waveguides. Thin films on silicon substrate represent a good model system for such

kind of study due to the simple sample fabrication and geometry. The provided

experimental results have shown that a first assessment of interface modifiers is

possible by comparing the saturation current obtained from current–voltage mea-

surements. In a second step the electro-optic coefficient for the most promising

candidates can be checked using the Teng-Man method. Knowledge obtained in

8. Conclusion and Outlook
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the thin film system can then be transferred to slotted waveguides. The fact that

the r33 coefficient could be significantly enhanced by applying a 5 nm thick coating

of aluminum oxide to the silicon underlines the potential of this approach.

Another aspect, which could not be systematically studied in this work is the

question whether poling in slotted waveguides leads to a decay of chromophore

molecules and additional poling induced losses. Evidence for this was observed

in slotted photonic crystal cavities. This question could be answered by doing

reflection spectroscopy of poled thin films on silicon substrate.

Aside from the poor alignment and potential poling induced losses high field

poling is related to several other problems such as limited chromophore density,

CMOS incompatibility and thermal instability. It is therefore reasonable to inves-

tigate alternatives to electric field poling. One possible approach to avoid high field

poling is using self assembled layers. Self assembled layers possess the potential of

a far better polar alignment of the chromophore molecules than poled films [189].

Of particular interest in this respect are self assembled superlattices. Self as-

sembled superlattices are typically built up in a layer by layer fashion. Each

monolayer is covalently bound to the previous layer. Katz et al. have demon-

strated this approach by using a chromophore molecule which can covalently bind

to a chemically functionalized surface [189]. The chromophore molecules self as-

semble until all available bonding sites at the surface are saturated. Afterwards the

layer is immersed into a second solution which activates a second bonding site in

the chromophore molecules which allows the next layer of chromophores to bond.

Using this approach Katz et al. have obtained highly oriented layers, which are

mechanically and thermally stable.

In order to self assemble chromophore molecules inside a slotted waveguide it is

necessary to differentiate the two sides of the slotted waveguide in order to break

the symmetry of the structure. This can be done lithographically by covering one

of the two rails with a photoresist. Figure 8.1 shows a cross section image, which

illustrates the approach.

Comparing the performance of reported silicon modulators based on the plasma

dispersion effect and hybrid silicon-organic modulators reported it can be said that
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Figure 8.1: shows the cross section of a slotted waveguide. The left rail of

the waveguide is covered with a thin layer of photoresist while the right rail is

exposed and can be functionalized by wet chemistry.

currently hybrid modulators feature larger electrical modulation bandwidth. On

the other hand, non-hybrid modulators require smaller modulation signals and are

fully CMOS compatible i.e. no poling is required. Full CMOS compatibility is also

the major reason why plasma dispersion based modulators dominate the market

for integrated electro-optic modulators.

The fact that since 2012 only few works have reported progress in modulations

speed for plasma dispersion based modulators have appeared indicates that the

possibilities for geometry and doping optimization are nearly exhausted. As the

physical limitations such as carrier drift velocity cannot be changed easily the

demand for larger modulation speeds will promote a shift to other types of electro-

optic modulators. The question whether hybrid silicon-organic modulators can

take their place depends crucially on the question whether it will be possible to

remedy the problems related to high field poling.

8. Conclusion and Outlook
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Appendix A

Beam Characterization by the

Knife Edge Method

The intensity distribution I(ρ, z) of a Gaussian beam can be written as

I(ρ, z) =
2P0

πW (z)
exp(− 2ρ2

W 2(z)
) (A.1)

where z is the direction of propagation and ρ is the radial direction. P0 and

W are the integrated power of the beam and the beam radius given by W (z) =

W0

√
1 + ( z

z0
)2. z0 and W0 are the Rayleigh length and the beam waist radius

respectively [60].

In order to find the parameters W0 and z0 a knife edge is positioned at different

points along the direction of propagation. For each point the knife edge is moved

normal to the direction of propagation. A large area photo detector is used to

measure the power as the knife edge is moved normal to the propagation direction.

Figure A.1 shows a sample measurement. The beam power behind the knife

edge as a function of the lateral position of the edge x follows a Gaussian error

function [190]

P (x, z) =
P0

2
(1− erf(

√
2x

W (z)
)). (A.2)
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Figure A.1: shows an expample for a knife edge measurement. The measured

points are depicted by a blue line. 20% and 80% values are indicated by dashed

black lines.

is not necessary. Instead the x-coordinates for 0.8P0 and 0.2P0 are interpolated

from the measured data. Inserting those values into A.2 gives

W (z) =

√
2x|P=0.8P0

inverf(0.6)P0

(A.3)

and

W (z) = −
√
2x|P=0.2P0

inverf(0.6)P0
(A.4)

where inverf is the inverse error function. Summing up the two equations

W (z) can be written as

W (z) =
x|P=0.8P0 − x|P=0.2P0√

2inverf(0.6)P0

. (A.5)

Fitting the obtained values for W (z) with the expression W0

√
1 + ( z

z0
)2 the

beam waist and the Rayleigh length can be determined. The opening angle diver-

gence ΔΘ(z) can be calculated from the W (z) by

ΔΘ(z) = 2atan(
dW

dz
). (A.6)

Since the shape of the function P (x, z) is known fitting of the whole function
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